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FOREWORD  
by the MCB Secretary-General

Assalaamu ‘alaikum / Peace be upon you

A few questions were asked when we decided to hold this 
conference: Is this not simply reinforcing the connection 
with faith or accepting responsibility and guilt for the 
crime as a community?  It was said that on this occasion 
even the perpetrators did not justify their action with their 
faith, or foreign policy for that matter.  Is it not rare for 
other faith communities to hold such events even when 
their priests are found guilty?  Is this not an own goal by 
the Muslim Council of Britain (MCB)?

I believe it was important that the Muslim Council took 
the initiative to organise the conference of community 
leadership and stakeholders on this major issue of child 
protection in our society.  The high profile cases of child 
grooming on the streets of the UK shocked us all.  It is 
particularly troubling that many of those convicted were 
of Muslim background.  Sadly, this once again provided 
an opportunity for the media and our detractors to raise 
the issue of ethnicity, religion and culture in seeking to 
provide an explanation.

As a representative body, it was therefore, our 
responsibility to set the records straight.  It was not about 
apologising on behalf of the community but to clearly 
state that nothing in our faith or culture condones such 
despicable activities – just as there is nothing in the 
Christian faith that condones the child abuse revealed 
in the case of celebrities like Jimmy Saville or politicians 
like Cyril Smith.  Islam’s zero tolerance on sexual abuse is 
clear.  But this had to be said with data and analysis.  
I believe the conference presentations did precisely that 
and much more.

Another major responsibility we recognised was our 
individual and collective duty to safeguard and protect 
our children.  Every child, whatever the background, is 
precious and matters.  One case of abuse is one too 
many.  There is a clearly a real problem in our society that 
needs to be addressed urgently by all that are able to do 
so.  We wanted objective views from informed parties 
to bring together all the jigsaw pieces.  Child sexual 
exploitation has many facets: street, online, institutional, 
economic and the most dangerous and hidden of all, 
within families and their own homes, where a child is 
supposed to be safest.  The expert presentations helped 
to gain a deeper understanding of the complexity of the 
issues, and how we can be more proactive, connect to 
relevant bodies and act before it is too late.

I am grateful to our MCB’s lead organiser, Talat Ahmed, 
for her huge voluntary effort, presenters for sharing their 
experiences and insights on such a broad and difficult 
subject matter, politicians for their support, community 
members and organisations for their attendance and 
commitment to act, and last but not least, to Islamic 
Relief, for their kind support of the event.

Farooq Murad 
Secretary-General 
Muslim Council of Britain
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FOREWORD  
by Chair, MCB Social & Family Affairs Committee

Assalaamu ‘alaikum / Peace be upon you  

When nine men from Oxfordshire and Berkshire were on 
trial for grooming underage girls for sex, in January 2013, 
the media focused heavily on how these men were of 
Pakistani origin and of Muslim religion.   

Inevitably, this played into the hands of right-wing 
extremist groups and heightened Islamophobia and 
scare stories of how Muslim men were purposely 
targeting “British White girls” and committing horrific 
sexual crimes against them.

The backlash against the Muslim community was that 
this was our fault.  We had to hear the relentless banter, 
that Muslim men are oppressive towards women; that 
Muslims think white women are easy; that Islam supports 
this behaviour; that the Muslim community was in denial; 
and that we had to do something about it.

MCB decided to act by hosting a wide-ranging conference 
on 20th June 2013 to look at the issue of grooming.  But 
this did not come without its challenges: on the one hand, 
MCB had to deal with a lot of criticism from members 
of the Muslim community who argued that by hosting 
an MCB conference to discuss the issue was practically 
stating that this was a Muslim problem.  On the other 
hand, there was pressure that MCB had to do something 
and if “x” number of mosques were our affiliates, then we 
should take the lead and facilitate a discussion. 

There was definitely a problem, but was it simply a matter 
of religion and race, which right-wing groups and media 
were so keen to scaremonger the nation with?

The purpose of the MCB conference was to bring that 
debate into an open forum with representatives from 
across the social spectrum, where the underlying causes 
and issues could be discussed, challenged and educate 
us all of what the facts actually are on child sexual 
grooming and how our responsibility is first and foremost 
to recognise those victims of abuse and  
to seek help.

The reason why I want this post-conference publication 
to be a transcript of the guest speakers’ presentations, 
followed by questions, comments and answers from 
the audience, is because this report should be seen as 
evidence that actually we did go deeper into the issues.  
The outcome of those discussions does not provide all the 
answers, but reveals several complex factors and reasons 
for why sexual grooming crimes take place; who the 
potential victim of abuse is; and multiple reasons of who 
that perpetrator is and why.  

Finally, the unanimous conclusion at the conference 
was that this was not a ‘Muslim’ problem - though it is 
key that the Muslim community wakes up to the issue 
- but also one that, tragically, permeates across all of 
our society.  It is painful hearing the stories of abuse 
but absolutely necessary.   There is no one best solution 
that fits all.  However, reflecting on the success of the 
conference, it was hugely positive that there was a shared 
desire and commitment to work together, regardless 
of whether you are from the social services, police, 
government, legal, charity, religious/non, old, young, 
male, female or simply a member of the community – 
Muslim or not.  Our intention is first and foremost to make 
Britain a better place for ALL our children and keep them 
safe from perpetrators of gang-led crimes of which sexual 
grooming abuse is only one part of.

Talat Ahmed 
Chair, MCB Social & Family Affairs Committee
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their full support and blessings for the conference to  
take place.

The success of the conference is ultimately down to the 
volunteers (family, friends and friends of friends) and 
staff at MCB, who all gave up their personal time, efforts 
and enthusiasm to deliver a conference of this kind on 
such a sensitive and complex topic, on which the Muslim 
community was very divided on.

A special thanks to our key supporter Islamic Relief 
and guest speakers, who without their knowledge, 
expertise and willingness to educate, challenge and raise 
awareness on the issue of sexual grooming of young 
people, is what made the conference unique due to their 
varied perspectives.

It is by the grace of Allah (SWT) that the MCB conference 
entitled “Protecting All Our Children: Tackling Grooming, 
Safeguarding Children in all Communities”, was at all 
possible.  This document aims to be a helpful record of 
what our intentions were in raising awareness and that 
our duty must be to protect and prevent vulnerable young 
people from all parts of British society becoming victims 
of abuse; be it sexual grooming, drug-led and that of a 
perpetrator of crimes.

DISCLAIMER
Any views or opinions expressed or presented at the 
conference are solely those by the invited guest speakers 
and attendees.

The Muslim Council of Britain (MCB) accepts no liability 
or responsibility for any statements made by speakers or 
guests, non-representative of the MCB. 
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Julie Siddiqi is Executive Director of the Islamic 
Society of Britain, and was one of the first Muslim 
figures to speak out on the issue.  She said that 
although children were exploited in all communities 
the number of street-grooming convictions in the 
past few years have involved Asian men of Muslim 
background and the extremist right-wing groups like 
the BNP and EDL have capitalised on this and made 
it part of their anti-Muslim hate campaign.

She has helped launch the Community Alliance 
Against Sexual Exploitation (CAASE), a group which 
aims to ensure that the subject is not hijacked by 
far-right groups.

“I commend the MCB in taking this step, which I think is 
a very, very important initiative both, because I am an 
activist and, for me, courses like this have to be about 
action more than just talking.  So, the fact that they have 

Julie Siddiqi

taken action to bring all of us together today and allow 
some of us to share our reflections and then for others to 
comment is commendable. 

I would like to introduce Angela Sinfield.  She is a mother 
of a victim, we can say a survivor, a very brave woman 
herself and a mother of somebody who is as brave.”

Angela Sinfield [transcript - on video]: 

“Every time I hear the word grooming it makes me sick 
to the stomach.  It takes me back to the year 2000 
when my daughter met young men through school and 
then older brothers, cousins, uncles.  She met them in a 
local park and as has been said and the way grooming 
works is the girl is given cigarettes and drinks and given 
mobile phones, and taken out on day trips.  My daughter 
ended up going missing for the odd night.  Then it got 
to weekends.  Then it got to where she was missing 
for weeks and weeks on end.  Then as I say the whole 

Julie Siddiqi
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process goes, the men who groom these girls just want 
to get them away from the family and tell them, “Your 
men are no good, your family’s no good.  We can give 
you this, we can give you that.”  And I don’t think people 
understand the true power of grooming.  This went on 
in my life for over a year and I seriously got to the point 
when I felt that the only thing to save my daughter’s life 
was to place her in the care of the local authority.  She 
was placed there for two years and it’s not to say that 
the grooming stopped because it didn’t.  Because what 
happens to a lot of young children who go into care of 
the local authority is that they’re sitting round the corner 
or on the doorstep of these foster homes or residential 
care where the children live.  And they just become 
victims again to the next people.  And the grooming just 
does not now affect the child.  It affects siblings, it affects 
grandparents, affects your mother, father, friends, it 
affects everybody.

And I would say even to this day that I ain’t gotten over it.  
That I’ll never get over it.  But the thing is I always say that 
they can like what was happening and as a parent I felt 
like I failed because I couldn’t stop what these men were 
doing to my daughter.  And I felt I really failed her, that 
I did the best I could do, I did the best at the time what I 
thought was right.  

And I’m glad we’re here today and I’m glad we’re all 
talking about this subject.  Because years ago I did 
campaign and I did change the law.  But as well as 

changing the law, the criminal law, I also wanted change 
of attitude.  And today it may have took all these years 
but I can see there is a change in attitude.

But I also want to say that yes there were Asian men 
grooming my daughter and I don’t think that every man 
is bad, whether he be black, blue, white or pink.  It’s a 
minority of people that do this.  It is organised crime but 
I was told years ago that it wasn’t.  But I knew it was and 
it is and it is on a grander scale than anybody would ever 
want to believe.  It’s massive.  It’s going on up and down 
the country. 

But I also want to say that I feel for the mothers, the 
Asian mothers of these boys.  I also feel for the wives of 
these men that are then committed to prison because 
she then suffers; because she is ostracised in being bad 
in the community.  She is blamed that she is at fault. But 
she is not at fault. These girls are not at fault and these 
women are not at fault.  And I’m sorry but I want to say 
this to the Asian community: “Do not blame the wives.  
She’s not failed.  She didn’t fail her husband.  The man 
failed himself.  He failed his faith.  He failed the Muslim 
community.  He committed these crimes and every man 
that commits these crimes deserves to go to prison!”

And I’m glad.  I was so pleased when I heard that these 
men between them got 36 years.  Because you know every 
day of those 36 years is worth every day, of every minute, 
of every second that I suffered. And I suffered, and my 

Angela Sinfield

“And the grooming just does not 
now affect the child. It affects 
siblings, it affects grandparents, 
affects your mother, father, 
friends, it affects everybody.”

Angela Sinfield
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daughter suffered.  And I changed the law because I 
didn’t want other people to go through what I did.

Thank you very much.” [Video end]

“When I was sitting next to Angela, it was very, very 
moving and, in fact, I still feel upset today listening to her 
video although I have heard it many times.  I wanted to 
start with that because these stories are real.  Angela and 
her daughter and other families that have been affected 
by these things, are real families.  These are real lives and 
this is really important for us to remember that.  I do not 
think enough work has been done and it is something 
that I certainly feel very passionate about.  These stories 
need to be brought out even more.

I have a 15 year old daughter as well and to think that girls 
her age are being exploited in such a way that they start 
to believe that the horrific things that are being done to 
them are somehow normal, it sickens me to the stomach.

These are all of our daughters and sisters, whatever 
their background.  We have a moral obligation and 
responsibility to do what we can.

I read about Rochdale and Derby as well, just like all of 
you, and I was sickened by it as all of you were.  I will 
stand here and openly admit that I did not do anything.  
I did not do enough to look into it; to see what I could 
do to make sure that these things did not keep on 
happening.  And Oxford, of course the push that  

I needed personally, to make me realise that doing 
nothing myself was no longer an option.  I feel bad about 
that, but I think it is better to be open and to admit that.

I had conversations with various people over those few 
weeks when the Oxford trial was taking place and we 
called together a meeting of many Muslims, of about 
thirty people in London, in February, and came together 
around a table and said: ‘What are we going to do about 
these issues?’  I was really pleased to see the response 
and the reaction and how positive that was.

Around that time I was also privileged to listen to a BBC 
journalist who had been at the forefront in exposing 
Jimmy Saville and she also gave me inspiration to realise 
that sometimes you need to just step out of what can 
sometimes feel like a comfort zone and actually do things 
that, maybe, other people are telling you that you should 
not do.

I was on a train once and I was reading about Oxford 
from, I think, The Guardian newspaper and I really wish  
I had somebody with me because I felt like I was going to 
explode!  The passion, the anger, the disgust that I felt is 
what I think we need to throw us on to do this kind of work.

As a result CAASE was born, Community Alliance 
Against Sexual Exploitation.  In May we launched it from 
Bradford; the coming together of all communities.  The 
‘Alliance’ is a really important bit for me.  It is about 
coming together in the way we are today.  But, one 
crucial aspect of it for me was that it was Muslim led and 
that was very important.  It is very important for us to 
show leadership.

When I think names like Bilal and Mohammed and Assad 
in these cases, my stomach churns; I feel like being sick. 
We are Muslims of Britain. We are not in Britain. We are 
not somehow an attachment.  We are part and parcel of 
this country, the good, the bad and the ugly and we need 
to do and show leadership at times like this.  There is no 
room for complacency and there is no room for being 
politically correct, and that applies to all of us.

“We are Muslims of Britain. We are 
not in Britain. We are not somehow 
an attachment.  We are part and 
parcel of this country, the good,  
the bad and the ugly and we need 
to do and show leadership at  

times like this.”

Julie Siddiqi
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I do believe that Local Authorities and police have held 
back so that they do not offend people in the past.   
There have been some horrific mistakes made and we  
are still hearing about those now.

We will quite probably be reading about these  
cases in another ten years and feeling like we have not  
done anything.

I was also privileged, recently, to meet Nazir Afzal.   
He really made me believe that there is more that we can 
do and certainly, the CPS (Crown Prosecution Service) 
and the police are doing a lot.  In the meeting he looked 
at me, actually, and others and put the challenge, ‘What 
are the community doing?  What are the Muslims doing 
about this issue?’  That belief spurs me on as well.

We have been very defensive about this, I think.  It is easy 
for us to say that if we speak about it, it looks as we are, 
somehow, admitting we are the only problem.  Of course 
it does not mean that.  It means showing leadership.  It 
means being confident.  It means being proud of who we 
are and what our faith teaches and saying: ‘There is no 
place for this in our faith what so ever.’  But we need to 
be at the forefront of the solutions and not break on the 
back foot and feeling that we have to be defensive and 
therefore not speaking out; that is not an option.

Seeing those names that I mentioned, the Asad’s, 
the Bilal’s and Mohammed’s, makes us all feel 
uncomfortable, but we have to accept that it is there and 
look for the solutions.

General sexual abuse and exploitation of women, of 
course, is an issue and much more needs to be done 
and the internet is not helping that, but this form of on 
street grooming there are patterns emerging that really 
do need to be tackled and we need to develop more 
awareness of the actual crime.  We need to hear what 
these girls have been through and actually feel sick to the 
stomach to the point where we will act and all become 
activists and we will do whatever we possibly can.

There will Friday sermons against grooming that are 
going to be happening next Friday across the country.  
We need honest conversations, we need to learn from the 
past.  Apologising for mistakes that happened in Oxford, 
quite frankly, it is too little too late.  Those girls’ lives 
have been ruined and the Local Authority and the Police 
have not learned lessons from previous cases, for me, is 
shocking and we cannot sit back and allow that to keep 
on happening.  We cannot allow the far right to exploit 
this issue and make it an anti-Muslim, hatred issue either 
and that is exactly what they have been doing.  That is 
why we are working with the likes of Hope Not Hate, 
which is a fantastic organisation which looks at far-right 
issues and says: ‘Look, do not let them take this and 
become their issue.’

Finally, we need to be proactive, we need to all be 
activists, we need to speak out and we need to know that 
we can all make a difference and, honestly, doing nothing 
is not an option.”  

“We need to hear what these girls 
have been through and actually feel 
sick to the stomach to the point 
where we will act and all become 
activists and we will do whatever 

we possibly can.”

Julie Siddiqi
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Kathleen Roache-Nagi converted to Islam 27 years 
ago while working in Eqypt as a newly qualified Irish 
nurse and midwife in Cairo.

She is now managing director of Approachable 
Parenting CIC, which offers parenting programmes 
and support. The most well-known of these 
programmes is the ‘Five Pillars of Parenting’, an 
eight week practical parenting course for Muslim 
families, drawn from a psychological theory and 
placed within an Islamic framework, which Muslim 
families can identify with. This programme is the 
only evidenced based parenting programme for 
Muslim families in the UK and it sits beside other 
recognised parenting programmes recommended  
by the Department of Education.

“It is a privilege to be part of this conference and we 
should all come together and try to do something to solve 
the issues that are affecting our communities, not just 
the Muslim community.  I think that the message actually 

Kathleen Roache-Nagi 

explains the definition of grooming that...especially from 
the slides that I will be showing you today, and explain 
the fact that we should be proactive in trying to do 
something about all of these issues.

It is very difficult to identify criminals that are grooming 
young children and even professionals and parents find 
this very difficult because of the swift way that they 
engage with families and try to win over or get their foot 
in the door of families.

We need to move away from thinking that it is strangers.  
Stranger danger is not something that we should be 
talking about now.  That is something different.  We 
should be thinking more of people that our young  
people know and it is said that 8 out of 10 children know 
their abuser.

There are a range of emotional effects that children 
actually suffer from, short and long term, ranging 
from anger and rage and behaviour problems down to 

Kathleen Roache-Nagi 
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self-harm and suicide attempts.  It is because of these 
problems that we initially wanted to do something about 
this and in 2007 we developed a programme called Five 
Pillars to Parenting programme to try and help parents 
with these problems.

There are some signs to watch out for in younger 
children: fear of particular people or places, acting out 
inappropriately, having nightmares, sleep problems, 
outbursts of anger, changes in eating habits, becoming 
secretive.  These are some of the issues and it is a long, 
long list. 

For young children there is a long list as well as for 
older children...our teenagers: missing school, reduced 
attendance, fitting in with family and friends.  A lot 
of you with teenagers in your family will think: ‘Well, 
my teenager does that,’ and a lot of these behaviours 
are similar to normal teenage behaviours, but there 
is a difference and it is something that we should 
be recognising and investigating more as parents 
and professionals. If we see unexpected phone calls, 
unexplained gifts and money, being very secretive: we 
need to ask, ‘What is going on? What is happening 
there?’  So that we are on board and supporting and 
looking out for these issues to try and prevent these issues 
from happening.

What is Approachable Parenting and what can we 
do?  Approachable Parenting is a community interest 
company.   It was developed by mostly professionals, as 
a not-for-profit organisation, to empower Muslim families 
in their parenting knowledge, giving them practical skills.  
As what we were finding, over the years of delivering 
parenting programmes is that there were a lot of good 
parenting programmes there, but Muslim families were 
not identifying with them and not attending them.   
As professionals, we developed a programme which is 
based on Islamic principles, which link to psychological 
elements.  So, every step of the way, parents can identify 
with the principles, put them into practice and change 
their parenting to have a better effect, increase each 
other’s confidence and self-esteem to increase their 
parenting skills.

This is an evidence-based community programme now 
and it is actually on the Department of Education report 
as the only parenting programme there for Muslim 
families at this level in the UK, meeting all UK standards.

We do a lot of other work with professionals and with 
parents on a one to one basis as well.  We see lots and 
lots of difficult situations that we try to help and it is not 
just Muslims that are suffering difficulties in parenting.  
Grooming is affecting everybody.  We, as Muslims, need 
to take a step forward and see what are we going to do, 
how are we going to be affected in this.  There are a lot 
of good organisations that are involved in that.  Muslim 
Women’s Network, for example, have a lot of solutions, 
such as developing courses in the West Midlands, to try 
and eradicate these problems.

There is also the Scouts, and I urge you to meet these 
organisations because it is not one person or one 
organisation that can do something about it, it is many 
organisations together and it helps in trying to eradicate 
this problem.

This is what the Five Pillars of Parenting is.  We are 
developing the character of the children. That is what 
parents come to us and say: ‘We want to develop our 
children to have good morals, good personality, good 
behaviour and be confident.’  We give them the practical 

“We need to move away from 
thinking that it is strangers.  
Stranger danger is not something 
that we should be talking about 
now.  That is something different.  
We should be thinking more of 
people that our young people 
know and it is said that 8 out of 
10 children know their abuser.”

Kathleen Roche-Nagi
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skills and knowledge to do that.  Week in and week out, 
over eight weeks, where they can go home and practice 
these skills and tailored to their families.  They bring 
across issues to us so that we can help them overcome 
those issues.

We have come across so many issues over the last 
few years and we have to establish how these can be 
overcome.  When the parents go through the programme 
and have the knowledge and skills, they are pushed into 
action they can overcome the difficulties and setbacks 
that arise, and have a positive relationship at the end.  
They come back to us and say: ‘We have changed.  
We are better parents.’  We need to enforce this on 
the parents because it is parenting that increases the 
confidence and self-esteem of children and it is from an 
early age where preventative measures are needed, so 
that in 20 years we are effective.  Not waiting for 200 
years to be effective.

There are lots of things up here that you can see that 
we can do.  We recognise the signs.  We are there.  We 
are professionals in recognising the signs.  We are able 
to advise individuals.  We are able to help refer people 
to professional organisations where they can get more 
professional help.  We are able to develop communication 
skills within the family so that parents and children are 
communicating together.  We find that all the time 
parents and children are not communicating together.  
Parents recognising their feelings.  They need to learn 
these skills to be able to perfect these skills and learn to 
interact with children from a very young age.  Learn to 
understand the importance of play, being confident in 
socialising, in problem solving.  This needs to start early 
and parenting programmes can help this to start early.

We need positive role models in our community, where 
children can look at those role models and see what they 
are doing and again, I can refer to the Scouts as a very good 
organisation where there are lots of positive role models.

We will be training men and women to have the 
qualifications to deliver this programme. We want to 
train up more professional men with the parenting 
qualification, so that we all know this is prepared to teach 
lifelong learning, a teaching qualification that everybody 
working with adults in this country should have.  It is input 
into our training the trainers programme.  It meets with 
all the UK standards programme and where we are today 
and what we are doing.

I just want to end with a saying from the Qur’an 
[religious text of Islam].  It describes the way that we 
as Muslims should be educating our children; Tarbiyya 
[education and upbringing], at the very end it says a 
very famous saying, ‘play with them for seven, teach 
them for seven and be friends with them for seven.’  
This does not mean, for Muslims, that we just play 
with our children for seven years and do nothing else 
and do not teach them and that when it comes to 
them being ten years old that we do not play with 
them after that.  It gives us some guidance that we 
should be playing, interacting, getting to know our 
children, getting to understand our children.  We are 
responsible here, as professionals, to do that.  All these 
organisations are coming together to do that: to change 
what is happening, to understand child development 
and to support our community.  We are a community 
organisation best placed to be able to do this.

Another example from the Qur’an: ‘And know that 
blessing in your children are a test and with Allah is a 
mighty reward,’ which is full of examples and this is 
why we are so successful in the programme reaching 
the Muslim community as we know these verses of the 
Qur’an and the Hadith [sayings and actions of Prophet 
Muhammad (peace be upon him), which Muslims act 
upon accordingly in their daily lives] and parents identify 
with it and can use these verses to change their parenting 
methods to become better parents.

If you would like to know more, please go to the Children 
in Need website, where there is a video about our work 
and what we are doing.

I hope that together we can move forward with this. I feel 
very confident that this is the beginning of a real move 
forward in addressing this problem.”  

“If we see unexpected phone 
calls, unexplained gifts and 
money, being very secretive: we 
need to ask, ‘What is going on? 
What is happening there?”  

Kathleen Roche-Nagi
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Jehangir Malik OBE is the Director of Islamic Relief 
UK, with a long and rich career in the humanitarian 
sector.  Introduced to Islamic Relief by the co-
founder, Dr Hany El-Banna, he quickly progressed 
through the organisation: starting as a volunteer, 
then fundraising coordinator for the West Midlands 
before setting up the US office and serving as 
Country Director in Afghanistan.

He eventually returned to the UK to be appointed 
as Director of Islamic Relief UK in 2006, and in 
2010, and was awarded an OBE in recognition of 
his 20 years of dedication and contribution to the 
humanitarian cause.

He has visited numerous field missions – including 
Pakistan, Afghanistan, the Balkans, Sudan, Kenya, 
Somalia, Chechnya, Iraq and Yemen – all the while 
engaging in discussions and public platforms around 
humanitarian issues.

Jehangir Malik OBE

“Bismillah-hirrahman-nirrahim.  In the name of God, the 
most Gracious, the most Merciful.  

Today the MCB is hosting a conversation on a very critical 
matter that is of concern to all of us.  As someone who 
has grown up in inner city Birmingham and navigated 
a way through the difficulties and the challenges of 
growing up as, really, newcomers to the UK for 40-50 
years and navigating a terrain which fits with our culture, 
identity, new culture taking and chaining and weaving a 
way across, is challenging for, not only individuals, but for 
whole communities in the United Kingdom.

Islamic Relief is an international and geo-humanitarian 
agency.  The opportunity to support this programme 
presented by MCB, ties with protecting all of our children.

Islamic Relief works in the most marginalised and the 
most vulnerable societies and communities spanning 
over 35 countries, some of which I have visited myself 

Jehangir Malik OBE
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“That I am here speaking about 
vulnerable communities and 
vulnerable individuals in a 
country that has largely been 
contributing to the people in 
these parts of the world is really 
a critical juncture.”

Jehangir Malik OBE

personally.  From Somalia, to Pakistan, to Yemen, to all 
parts of the world in which society and institutions have 
broken down and left individuals to fend for themselves.  
That is the kind of environment that we work in.

Often we are providing relief and humanitarian services 
to people in the most desperate of times and situations 
where they are in critical need.  Often those most 
vulnerable in our societies are women and children.

That I am here speaking about vulnerable communities 
and vulnerable individuals in a country that has largely 
been contributing to the people in these parts of the 
world is really a critical juncture.  As I was walking 
through the corridor at the entrance, I saw the origins 
of the Salvation Army, founded in East London, which 
started social welfare, started with a programme.  Then 
I glanced over to the other side of the wall and I saw all 
the international work that we were doing.  So, if you 
were to look at our history, you will see responses to many 
of the major crises’ around the world.  Maybe, we need 
to start looking at another side of our corridor, which is 
to see what work we should be engaging in addition to 
international development here in the United Kingdom.

This is a soul-searching, organisational discussion that is 
taking place right now and I am happy to say that we are 
embarking on this and are looking at providing support 
and working with front line services and communities, 
which will aim to help protect all our children as it says on 
the booklet over here, because if we take one community 
out of the all, the spotlight will continuously shine on that 
particular community.

As an International Charity organisation, Islamic Relief, 
we call out to all the other international charities in the 

United Kingdom to look at how we are going to add 
value to British society.  Recently, Oxfam produced its 
report on the increase in food banks here in the United 
Kingdom. Other organisations are embarking upon 
desperately needed work in the United Kingdom to help 
our vulnerable citizens in this country.

It may be seen as ironic to be talking about the most 
vulnerable and the most needy in the United Kingdom, 
considering the international platform that we are 
operating on.  But, we are here and we are looking to 
play a part and I hope and pray the next time we have 
an opportunity to present, it will be somebody that will 
be focused on this area of work when we launch our UK 
community development fund and our UK community 
development programme.  This will look at the needs of 
and work with front line services in the United Kingdom to 
try and add value, mobilise change, bring about advocacy 
and so forth.

I hope and pray that all the experience and expertise 
that have been brought to the sector or the Muslim 
community continues to play a part in helping develop 
stronger communities in the United Kingdom.  Also I 
hope and pray that the Mosques and the Madrassas 
[Islamic schools] and the Islamic centres also promote 
this goal.  I look at Shaykh Ibrahim Mogra here, who has 
been a long-time supporter and has travelled out with us 
to Haiti and done phenomenal work as well as all others.

I hope and pray that institutions that are existing in our 
communities can play a greater role and we will take on 
the challenge of playing an active part in helping build 
that institution, build that capacity and build that work, 
because great initiatives, like Ajmal Masroor’s Barefoot 
Institute, Sister Kathleen and many others, will need a 
tremendous amount of support to be able to do a great 
amount.  It is not passion or commitment alone that is 
going to make this impact.  It is going to require a huge 
amount of effort from all of us.  As was said earlier by 
Julie: ‘we are all of Britain, not just in Britain.’

So, we are going to all, hopefully, play a role which will 
add value and which will help make Great Britain even 
greater and a place which will leave a greater legacy like 
our parents left a legacy for us and we will, hopefully, 
leave a greater legacy for our children.”   
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Questions, Comments & Answers
1ST SESSION

Comment: “I have been connected with children for the 
last 30-40 years in the South London Islamic Centre.  
What I want to do is to comment and not ask a question; 
I hear that we do blame children, but children loved less, 
they are as innocent as anywhere you will find children.  
But, it is the environment will make them good or bad 
and, to that extent, I think that parents are most to be 
blamed rather than anybody else.

As I have been dealing with the children, I found that the 
children need to be guided right from the start, day one 
and do not try to discourage them, not to blame them, 
but to be friends; try to be friendly with the children and 
try to know their views and let them express their views 
freely. Whenever you try to stop them so that they cannot 
express their views freely, that is where the problem comes 
and they express their views somewhere else. Thank you.”

Question: “I work in Bradford.  Myself and my colleague 
have travelled down from there. Two of the names 
mentioned earlier as Julie said something about Bilal 
and Shazad.  These were two people that I grew up with 
in Halifax. I am involved in a group, an activist, grass-
roots group called Together Against Grooming (TAG).  
One of our main, initial projects is, next Friday, 28th June 
which is to get 500 Mosques up and down the country, 
to deliver a sermon on this issue.  To reach out to tens of 
thousands of Muslims.

The reason I got involved was I grew up with Shazad.  
He lived 500 yards from where I grew up.  His family 
was involved in criminality.  Their neighbours, they 
attacked.  The court forced them to leave Halifax and go 
to Dewsbury.  They then found some victims in Keighley, 
which was about 20 miles away and that was when they 
got about 17 years or 19 years, an uncle and nephew.

I am a professional.  I went to university.  I have got a 
science degree, et cetera.  I lived 500 hundred yards away 
from them.  I approached the family.  They were into 
low level crime; selling drugs et cetera, protectionism for 
newsagents.

My children went to the Mosque where, actually, one of 
the children, at 11 years old, tried to carry out a sexual 
crime against a fellow female student on a separate floor.

I just wanted to share my experience with you.  This is a 
complex problem.  This is the question; a complex problem 
that these individuals, for so long, were able to carry out 
criminality and sexual grooming was just one small aspect 
of that.  They were a terror to everybody that they were 
connected to.

So, my question, really, is what kind of research can you 
see from your work as experts? What kind of research 
can you see needs to be done to investigate all of the 
public services that let down communities and allow 
people to carry out different levels of criminality?”

Question: “My name is Paul Bowing.  I am a Community 
Diversity Officer, Thames Valley Policeman from High 
Wycombe.  Question for Julie Siddiqi.  You spoke about 
Operation Bullfinch, which is the Oxford Child Abuse 
Programme.  You said about political correctness, the 
police almost being afraid to confront this issue.  I was 
wondering if you could expand on that to help us to take 
it forward?”

Julie Siddiqi: “I think if you look over the last 10 years, 
I was just specifically talking about Operation Bullfinch 
when I mentioned that point.  If you look over the last 10 
years, actually beyond 10 years, so we are talking about 
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“I went to Oxford. I met Muslims in 
Oxford. I am not from Oxford. This 
was as the trial was happening, and 
I thought some of what they were 
doing was good and some of it was 
not good enough. There was still an 
air of ‘innocent until proven guilty.’  
Of course, we all sign up to that.  
Why would we be here, when we 
all sign up to that notion?  But if we 
continually talk in that way, the work 
on the ground is just not going to  
be done.”

things that had been happening for more than ten years, 
possibly 13, maybe longer, these particular types  
of crimes.

I just felt, even just as a member of the public, hearing 
the authorities, certainly in Oxford, talking about how 
they could have done more and could have joined the 
dots more.  I actually felt disappointed, knowing it is 
complex, but disappointed that it seems as if that, sort 
of, cross learning from other authorities is not necessarily 
happening the way that I thought it was.  So, I think that 
is one lesson that we can all learn.

I also think that, certainly, it has been reported in the 
media and various places, that people have admitted 
now to, maybe, not reporting...I mean, I am talking about 
media, journalists, who have said that they actually felt 
uneasy about reporting it, for them being accused of 
being racist or picking on one community.

The same thing happened back the other way.  So, for 
Muslims to then not appreciate that this is an issue for 
them alongside everybody else, I think it has caused a 
problem as well.  I will be honest; I really feel for the police 
and Local Authorities in some of these areas because the 
politics, the community wrangling’s that I know about are 
difficult for us to manoeuvre, very difficult.  So, for outside 
agencies to try and find who to speak to, who to work 
with and spot the gatekeepers and those that are trying 
to stop things from happening, is very difficult and that is 
why I feel that the work that we are trying to do to bring 
those people together and actually have some of those 
really frank, open conversations. 

I went to Oxford.  I met Muslims in Oxford. I am not 
from Oxford.  This was as the trial was happening, and 
I thought some of what they were doing was good and 
some of it was not good enough.  There was still an air of 
‘innocent until proven guilty.’  Of course, we all sign up to 
that.  Why would we be here, when we all sign up to that 
notion?  But if we continually talk in that way, the work on 
the ground is just not going to be done.

I am here and I say we need to take a lead and be leaders 
in this stuff and work with people like you.   We know 

there are more cases coming up, that are already in the 
system.  So, let us be real about that and look at those 
cases, where they are and do some proactive work if we 
can and join the dots and work with people like you and 
really have those frank conversations like: what do you 
think went wrong?  What do you think could have been 
done better?  Where could the Muslim community, or 
other communities, work with you better?

That sometimes cannot necessarily happen in a place 
like this.  That is going to be in a room with White people 
that talk behind a closed door about what can be done, 
so that people do not feel they have to say things 
in a certain way; they can really say it as it is.  Those 
conversations, I do not think, have been happening  
as much as they need to.”

Ajmal Masroor (Chair): “Thank you very much, Julie.   
Let us ask if any of our other panellists want to contribute 
or respond to any of the other things that have been 
said.  One of the questions that Shabir from Bradford has 
made, which is to do with criminality and is there any 
research that connects how criminality could be looked 
at as a conveyor belt that leads, perhaps, to some more 
serious and sinister activities, including sexual grooming.  
Would you like to comment on that, Kathleen?”
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Kathleen Roache-Nagi: “I will just make it a quick 
comment.  I do not have statistics about criminality, but 
we do know that there have been lots of issues in the 
past, that social services are aware of affecting Muslim 
families and a lot of money has been spent on parenting 
programmes from abroad, not just lots, millions of 
pounds, actually, from abroad.

Now, what we are finding in the West Midlands, 
managers of children’s centres in Birmingham 
particularly, are finding that Muslim parents are not 
coming to these programmes after all this money  
being spent.

So, why are we having Muslim families on one side and 
parenting programmes on the other side and they are 
not meeting?  I think our programme is not the magic 
wand, but at least we are engaging with the families and 
families are engaging with us and our statistics at 28%, 
show that we pull parents, families from clinical range 
into a normal range by attending our programme.

Families should be attending programmes like this.  They 
need the support, but we need early intervention, as the 
brother spoke about earlier on about the infant.  There is 
research on the importance of working with parents from 
the time the mother is pregnant up to two years of age.  

This is crucial time to develop attachment in families and 
it leads into attachment theory and this is what we are 
doing and this is what we are trying to respond to.  So, we 
are trying to do our bit and, hopefully, God willing, we will 
expand to other areas.”

Question: “I am the parent to one of the victims of a 
grooming case, my daughter.  The question I want to 
ask is, is there emphasis on parenting programmes of 
vulnerable children, programmes surrounding vulnerable 
children.  Are there any programmes put together 
for parents of the perpetrators or programmes for 
perpetrators for education?  Thank you.”

Question: “I am from the Muslim Scouts Fellowship. We 
work with communities around the UK to invite as many 
people into the scouting movement and to develop the 
children socially, physically, mentally and spiritually.

Just a small comment or question for the three 
organisations and thank you for your presentations.  
If we could work with you in some way to be able to 
give the leaders the skills to be able to approach these 
problems should they come up within the organisation 
and to be able to give the children, to teach the children 
the confidence to discuss these kind of issues if they 
personally have to deal with them?”

MCB Secretary-General, Farooq Murad: “First of all, 
excellent presentations, so thank you very much. I really 
found Jehangir’s vision for the future very encouraging 
and welcome that a major relief organisation should 
begin to challenge their attention to the back streets of 
our communities, which in turn gives millions of pounds, 
which are sent abroad, so I very much welcome that.

My question relates to what the guests were talking 
about.  The presentations were excellent about trying 
to find signs of victims and vulnerable children, but, we 
need to also dig deep and see: what are the signs we 
need to look for, in terms of criminality?

“I am the parent to one of the 
victims of a grooming case, my 
daughter.  The question I want 
to ask is, is there emphasis on 
parenting programmes of vulnerable 
children, programmes surrounding 
vulnerable children.  Are there any 
programmes put together  
for parents of the perpetrators  
or programmes for perpetrators  
for education?”  
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One of the issues that comes from Shabir’s point that 
Jummah [Congregational Friday prayers in the Mosque] 
Khutbah’s [sermon given before the start of the Friday 
prayer] is excellent, and also Julie’s initiative, that she was 
talking about.

It is good for raising awareness, but actually, the other 
point is that there will be individuals who will not be there 
listening to these Khutbahs’ anyway.  So, these hard to 
reach and disengaged youths, I think we should just focus 
a bit more on how do we bring them back into these 
communities.  Thank you.”

Chair: “There are three questions here: programme for 
the perpetrators; is there any? Muslim Scouts Group 
would like to work with service providers as to how they 
could do that, and how do you reach hard to reach the 
criminals who would not be listening to the Jummah 
Khutbah?” 

Jehangir Malik: “I cannot think of a programme that 
would reach the criminals that will not be listening to the 
Khutbah, but what I can say is that we are going to be 
embarking on upon a consultation exercise.  I think one 
of the things that you are absolutely right is on headline 
grabbing and then going from there will be another 
headline tomorrow and then one after that and one after 
that and one after that and we will keep chasing the 
headlines. Each area is going to require a serious amount 
of depth, a serious amount of focus, serious amount of 

specialism and it is going to require us to work with all 
the different agencies available in our society. Without 
that approach, which will give us the depth, we still will 
not probably achieve all of it, but without everyone 
contributing.  I often go to Diocese, Churches and so 
forth in an international development arena and they 
often struggle to reach the Mosques.  They say on the 
issue of political correctness, they do not know how to do 
it and who does it and all the rest of it.

So, there is a wide gap and that is reflective of wider, 
social structures and so forth out there. There is a definite 
need for facilitation and I think this is a great job what 
MCB is doing today. It is not saying that: ‘We are going to 
provide the answers, but we are providing the facilitation 
platform where organisations’ and individuals’ concerns 
are going to come together and map out a way.’

I see Brother Dilowar Hussain Khan from the East London 
Mosque, they are going to set up a key worker focusing 
on domestic violence and so forth and, hopefully, there 
will be a notable sound by a notable Madrassa and a 
Mosque in the United Kingdom.

At Islamic Relief we have contact points, so that when the 
media or the relevant authorities want to connect with 
parts of Muslim institutions, they can do so.  But what 
is important and critical, is that we build greater depths 
and do not just chase headlines because...you said it...
it is complex; it is very, very complex, but it needs to be 

“It is good for raising awareness,  
but actually, the other point is 
that there will be individuals who 
will not be there listening to these 
Khutbahs’ anyway.  So, these hard 
to reach and disengaged youths, 
I think we should just focus a bit 
more on how do we bring them 
back into these communities.” 
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tackled.  That requires the building of human capital, 
it requires investment, it requires coming together, it 
requires facing uncomfortable truths, it requires saying 
those uncomfortable truths that will be politically 
incorrect.  I know a lot of the leaders or activists or 
whatever you want to call them, do it, almost next to 
what we call ‘fi sabhi lillah,’ [for the sake of Allah] which is 
my translation, ‘free sabhi lillah,’ which means they do it 
without much pain.

Now, it is an unsustainable way of working and tackling 
an issue and there is money floating around everywhere, 
here and there and everywhere else for whatever agendas 
that exist, but we will invest money to be put in to 
establish real programmes where it has real, meaningful 
impact.  It deluded us to think that we are going to go 
out in the middle of Somalia without depth, assessments 
and involvement of local institutions.  Over thirty years, 
that has been our approach.  We need the same kinds 
of investments and new capital and local structures and 
organisations to come beside us to give and build their 
capacity to be able to deal with the ever growing profit 
and growing challenges in our community. Thank you.”

“if you bring this issue up in 
certain or rather many Muslim 
community areas, people will still 
not understand it, not feel it is a 
big problem and say, ‘We have got 
bigger things to do, so why are you 
concentrating on this one, Sister?”  

The answer is, to that and to the other issues about 
research; there is not enough, there has not been enough.  
We need to get into the minds of these men.  The point 
is, that we have not been part of the solutions, so we have 
not really been at the forefront of this work, to try and 
prevent it.  It is like any child abuse, domestic violence 
and general issues that have now become where people 
are much more clued up, much more aware of how the 
minds work, and once you know that you can start to 
think how you can address it.

Nobody is saying that the Friday Khutbah, in a couple of 
hundred Mosques is going to sort this problem out.   But 
thank God that those people are doing that because, for 
me, the zero tolerance approach is the only way to go.

At the moment, if you bring this issue up in certain or 
rather many Muslim community areas, people will still not 
understand it, not feel it is a big problem and say, ‘We have 
got bigger things to do, so why are you concentrating on 
this one, Sister?’  I still hear that too often and if we keep 
on talking in that way, we are not going to get the research 
done, we are not going to get to the bottom of it, we are 
not going to prevent it.  That is why I said earlier; I do 
not want to be reading about these things in another ten 
years’ time.  I honestly believe, if we genuinely are genuine 
in this and we are really sincere, we can actually prevent 
these things from happening.

If we learn the lessons of people that have done this 
stuff, in the way that we do with other criminals.  We can 
then get into the minds of: ‘What on earth went wrong?  
What were they saying and thinking when they were 
doing this stuff?  How can we stop it from happening?’

So, we cannot stand here and say that the research is 
happening in this, or there is a perpetrator programme.  
When we were watching the case in May, all of the 
journalists wanted two things; the story of the victim and 
the perpetrator programmes that they could go to.  In 
both cases I had to say to them, ‘Look. I am not going to 
pretend here.  We do not really have much of either.   
I cannot take you to lots of victims’ families who are 
willing to talk to you about this stuff.  Not yet.’  But, for 

Julie Siddiqi: “It is really nice that Jehangir is talking 
money.  Always encouraging.  I hope you have recorded 
that bit.  I just want to commend Jaspar, as a father for 
coming here and I am really looking forward to speaking 
to him afterwards.  I think it takes a lot of guts to come 
forward and to speak the way that he has, so I really 
commend him.
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me, that is a really important one and having people like 
Jaspar and Angela and others on board, is crucial for me.

The other side of it, the perpetrator programmes.  We are 
going to hear, later on, from Alyas Karmani from STREET 
and the work they’re doing.  But they want to do more.  
They want to be able to scrape that further and some of 
the work that they are doing is quite unique, but it should 
not be unique after 10 or 13 or 15 years.  There should be 
more of that happening and it is not and the reason it is 
not is because people are still struggling to get their head 
around what we are even talking about here and why are 
we talking about this when Islamaphobia is so rife, when 
terrorism is an issue, when all these other things, and 
Muslims feeling like they are under the spotlight already.  
They almost feel like I should go home and not talk about 
this stuff.  But I am just really glad that we are and the 
more we talk about it, the more the zero tolerance feeling 
amongst everyone will be there in our communities.

So, I commend everyone for the bits that they are doing, 
but we have to keep going now.  We have started now 
and we cannot stop.  Thank you.”

Question: “Just a couple of questions, just briefly. I am 
from the Osmani Trust. It is a youth-based organisation 
and done recent work in working with families.  Personally, 
I am doing some counselling training myself.  I just want 
to ask a question: do you think it is a Muslim problem or do 
you think it is a human one?  The reason that I am asking 
these questions is because I am just trying to understand 
it.  If we are saying it is a Muslim problem then we need to 
develop a Muslim-specific solution.  But, if we are saying it 
is a human problem, Muslims are human, right?  So, how 
are we understanding the problems?  Are we looking at the 
backgrounds of those people?

Somebody here made a really good point.  He said that 
there are a lot of issues around criminality and a lot of 
other things.  How much research have we done and how 
are we understanding the problem?  So, these were just 
some of my questions about how we are if we are going 
to talk about solutions, how are we understanding it?  
And Khutbah and stuff, what you done there, is fantastic, 
but we need to go deeper.”

So, political correctness, we must 
put aside.  We must call a spade 
a spade and really sort it out.  If 
there is a problem with one of our 
communities...imagine that I have 
got six brothers and sisters.  If one 
of my brothers’ or my sister is in 
trouble, we will help that brother and 
sister who is in trouble.  We will find 
a solution for him or her.  We will be 
with them all the way.  It is part and 
parcel of a process in my book.”

Chair: “I just want to finish off this session by telling 
you about the grooming case that broke out, I wrote 
a piece, and I write every day and some of you follow 
my Facebook and my blogs, you get sick and tired of 
reading it.  I wrote something about grooming in our 
community and title of the article was: ‘What is wrong 
with the Pakistani Community?’ with a massive question 
mark and a massive piece at the bottom.  A lot of people 
that responded saying to me: ‘You are a racist.  You are 
a racist.  You are against Pakistanis.  You hate Pakistanis. 
You are Bangladeshi and that is why you hate Pakistanis.’ 
I am just standing there, frustrated, thinking: ‘No.  I am 
not Bangladeshi, I am not Pakistani, I am none of those.  
I am not interested in the nationalities of these people.’

The reason I put that as a headline is for us to be honest 
about our conversations, so that we can actually deal with 
it.  It is not blame culture, like Jehangir said, ‘We need to 
deal with it.’

So, political correctness, we must put aside.  We must 
call a spade a spade and really sort it out.  If there is a 
problem with one of our communities...imagine that I 
have got six brothers and sisters.  If one of my brothers’ 
or my sister is in trouble, we will help that brother and 
sister who is in trouble.  We will find a solution for him 
or her.  We will be with them all the way.  It is part and 
parcel of a process in my book.” 
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Shaykh Ibrahim Mogra was elected as Assistant 
Secretary-General of the MCB in 2010.  He serves 
as an imam and scholar in Leicester and trained in 
classical theology and traditional sciences of Islam.  
As a local community activist in Leicester and a 
national leader in the MCB, Shaykh Mogra has been 
at the forefront in deepening interfaith relations 
in the UK and around the world.  Shaykh Mogra 
regularly makes contributions to print and broadcast 
media voicing concerns and opinions of British 
Muslims and presenting a holistic view of Islam.

“Let me begin by adding to you what Ajmal was sharing 
with you from the teachings of the blessed Prophet 
Muhammad, peace be upon him, with regards to the 
status of the human being and particularly the status of 
the female. 

Shaykh Ibrahim Mogra

Islam is grossly misunderstood as being a faith that treats 
women as second class citizens and not as equals. 

Bear in mind that the society in which the Messenger, 
Muhammad, peace be upon him, introduced Islam and 
the teachings of Islam, was a society which was the most 
corrupt when it came to the treatment of women.  The 
birth of a daughter in any family was seen as the greatest 
tragedy that had befallen the family and the father would 
take this innocent, infant child into the deserts of Arabia 
and bury that child alive in the sand.  Sex with people 
they are not married to, all these things that they have 
done are prohibited in Islam.

So, let me be very clear; there is nothing about Islam in this 
most abhorrent and violent behaviour of these criminals.  
Yes, they are Muslims.  We cannot walk away from them as 
a Muslim community and when we own them, it does not 
mean that we are owning collective guilt.

The Qur’an is very clear about standing up for justice.  
It calls on us to stand up for justice, even if it is against 
ourselves and our own interests; even if it is against our 
own parents and our relatives.  What is wrong, has to be 
condemned as wrong.  There seems to be a reluctance 
on the part of some of our Muslim communities, perhaps 

Shaykh Ibrahim Mogra

“So, let me be very clear; there is 
nothing about Islam in this most 
abhorrent and violent behaviour 
of these criminals.  Yes, they are 
Muslims.  We cannot walk away 
from them as a Muslim community 
and when we own them, it does 
not mean that we are owning 
collective guilt.”

Shaykh Ibrahim Mogra
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Qur’an by Sajetpa / CC-BY-SA-3.0.

a misunderstanding that when you condemn this 
criminality, you are actually accepting it as your problem.  
On the contrary; this is a human problem. 

Islam is very clear.  If you want to be a good Muslim, you 
first have to be a good human being.  That is the starting 
point.  You cannot be a good Muslim without first being a 
good human being, and these people are rotten to the core. 

So, please, let us not give this criminality any kind of 
respect or honour by attaching the name of any religion 
to it.  We have never attached Judaism to any criminality, 
national or international.  We have never attached 
Christianity to any criminality, national or international.  
We have not attached religion, any religion, to any 
criminality.  So, why do we attach Islam to criminality, 
when we try to tackle the scourge of terrorism?  Do not 
give terrorism a religion.  Terrorism has no religion.  Let us 
not give crime any religious label. 

Crime is a crime.  To racialise this problem, to give it 
a religious label will only stigmatise one particular 
component of the wider society, when we know  
that the only way to defeat this menace is through 
collective evidence.

So, today, as the MCB brings all of you wonderful people, 
and our distinguished experts together, it is a clear sign, 
especially to Muslims, that we are not saying that we 
are the problem, but we can be part of the solution.  We 
want to demonstrate that there are some wonderful 
people, who are with us here today to help us and to 
support us; who recognise that there are bad apples in 
all communities.  It is very sad when we see that the 
perpetrators of child sexual exploitation come from all 
walks of life, with all the multiple identities, and when 
we look at the victims, sadly the same is true of the 
victims.  The victims come from all walks of life, from all 
communities, from all religions. 

Let us focus our attentions on the actual problem here.  
What is the problem?  The problem is not the Muslims.  
The problem is not Islam.  The problem is child sexual 
exploitation.  That is why we are here today.  That is why 
you very busy people have taken time out of your diaries 
to be here.  This is a huge encouragement for the Muslims 
of the United Kingdom; that we have people who will 
join hands with us; we have people who will embrace us 
as partners in this endeavour to rid this menace on our 
society.  Thank you so much for your attentions.” 
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“they are pushing these kids out 
into society, into wider society, 
into the cull of the streets, and 
there they form secret lives, secret 
networks and secret relationships, 
a lot of which are very, very 
exploitative.”

Nasima Patel

Nasima Patel is currently the Executive Director and 
has been at the NSPCC for 10 years.  Throughout 
her career, her key area of focus for practice and 
policy has been sexual abuse, especially sexual 
exploitation and working to ensure that the welfare 
and protection needs of adolescents are met.  Her 
ethnicity and experience of working in urban areas 
have also led to some knowledge about race and 
social care.  

“We welcome the opportunity to talk directly to faith 
leaders in particular about what is going on in terms  
of child sexual exploitation.

Our ‘Protect and Respect’ service, which has operated 
in East London over the last 15 years, is delivered in 
Nottingham, Croydon and we are looking to further 
expanding this service.

Nasima Patel

Nasima Patel

There are key challenges in working with victims of child 
sexual exploitation (CSE).  I want to draw out particularly 
the challenges of working with victims from black and 
minority ethnic communities of CSE.  We do this quite 
proudly because from day one, when we set up our 
service in East London in 1999, we were very clear that 
we would work with victims from all communities.  That 
has given us a unique and broad understanding of what 
victims need in terms of support services.  It also has 
exposed us to the different and varied heights of child 
sexual exploitation that do exist across all communities.

Child sexual exploitation is a form of child sexual abuse 
and is something that daunts all communities.  It is only 
when you surface and you start allowing victims to come 
forward, you will develop your understanding and it is in 
that understanding and in the material that you will be 
presented with and the stories that you will hear, that you 
will find solutions to the problems.

In terms of child sexual exploitation and child sexual 
abuse, these are very hidden taboo issues within all 
communities. That is coupled with child protection 
system that does not really work well with child sexual 
abuse, particularly if it sits outside the family.  That makes 
the whole framework of intervention and professional 
expertise quite difficult to really get to grips with.

We work with all the young women and young men 
who are sexually exploited.  Our primary experience is 
that they come from families where there are a lot of 
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vulnerabilities, where there are a lot of problems.  It 
is what we call the ‘push-up family.’  They come from 
families where they do not get the care, the love, the 
support and the protection that they need.  Often, they 
face quite a fair bit of violence.   Sometimes it is about 
behaviour management because they are doing things 
that the families do not like, do not approve with.  They 
are putting themselves at risk. 

It is this push of what is going on in the family that they 
are pushing these kids out into society, into wider society, 
into the cull of the streets, and there they form secret 
lives, secret networks and secret relationships, a lot of 
which are very, very exploitative.  Within this network, 
they have very few reference points.  They have, very 
few adults to help them. They create their own distorted 
belief about what is right and wrong.  They believe what 
they are doing gives them permission and they are placed 
with a number of criminals and a number of exploitative 
adults who take advantage of them.

When they try to go back to their families and their 
communities, at times there will be support and 
protection, but at other times they will face dishonour, 
shame and blame and they will be further isolated.  It 
is then left to quite an under-resourced child protection 
system to work with them.  The lack of work with families 
and communities is something that will need to be 
addressed if we are to tackle this problem.

The child protection system has a bias towards young 
children. It works with families quite comfortably, it does 
not like working with what is called ‘non-familiar reviews.’  
It always lacks attention there. That is changing and 
that should change. The service in the office are not 
your person-centred and are not really family-centred.  
Considering all the above, the police have found quite a 
difficult response to young people.  This is coupled with 
the fact that because, if they are from Black and minority 
ethnic communities, the child protection system does not 
really understand how to work with these families and 
these communities properly.  On top of that you have 
child sexual exploitation and the hidden nature of that.  
Those are the reasons why the victims we work with are 
extremely, extremely isolated and in trouble.

I am going to hand over to Rebecca, briefly, and what 
we want to say is...the message we would like for you 
to take back is child sexual exploitation happens in all 
communities, that young people are indulging in quite 
risky behaviour in their intimate relationships. There are 
a number of research projects that show that young 
people are; recycling violence, emotional abuse and 
sexual violence in their intimate relationships. They are 
learning about sex and relationships, not from their 
leaders, not from their communities, not even from their 
parents or their teachers, but are learning about sex and 
relationships from the internet.  Young men, in particular, 
are accessing porn sites and learning and normalising 
sexual violence as a norm within their relationships.

As professionals and as communities and as parents and 
as adults, we have to find ways to talk openly about what 
is going on in young people’s lives, particularly around 
sex and relationships and including sexual exploitation.  
We need to talk to them without shame, without blame, 
we need to talk to them about what is going on with 
them and we need to find ways to give them protection 
and support.  Only then that we will have a deeper 
understanding of what is going on for these children and 
what is going on for the young men who are behaving in 
such abhorrent ways towards them.” 

“We need to talk to them without 
shame, without blame, we need 
to talk to them about what is 
going on with them and we 
need to find ways to give them 
protection and support.”

Nasima Patel
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Rebecca Einhorn qualified as a social worker in 1994 
and worked in Local Authority teams, first with 
vulnerable adults with mental health needs and later 
with female victims of domestic and honour-based 
violence.  Rebecca joined the NSPCC in 2002, and in 
her current role as Projects Team Manager, Rebecca’s 
team take part in projects aimed at preventing 
sexual exploitation. 

“I manage the service and I have been managing it a 
long time now and I have been doing this work for about 
15 years.  You heard very clearly at the very beginning 
from Angela’s testimony about what had happened to 
her daughter.  To put it into context, that is what we are 
working with every day and that is what these children 
are experiencing every day.  So, just to say, you have 
to see it in a wider context.  You have to see this in the 
wider context of the media bombardment of children 
and young people.  You have to see it in the context 
of social deprivation and poverty, inequality, racism, 

Rebecca Einhorn

Rebecca Einhorn

institutionalised racism and a whole range of other things 
and we need to be able to work together to tackle all of 
those things.

I have got one case study that I want to talk to you about 
and it is quite a success story.  We do not often see very 
many success stories; these are quite difficult cases to 
work with and we do not always get the responses that 
we want.  We sometimes experience quite long delays 
from statutory services because these are very difficult 
children to work with.  They do not want to talk to 
anybody.  They do not want to give away their cousins, 
their brothers, their friends, their partners.  They do not 
want to give those names to the police.  The police find  
it very difficult to be able to actually carry out some of  
the prosecutions.

Now, in the big cases that have come up, it has...well, 
we know that there have been lots of White girls that 
have been interviewed.  Now, in my casework, which is, 
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to a large degree, from the local Muslim, Bangladeshi 
population; I am working with young, Muslim, 
Bangladeshi girls who are being groomed and exploited 
by young, Muslim, Bangladeshi boys, who they are in 
social groups with, they’re neighbours with, they have 
been growing up with, they are in school with.  So, it is a 
very easy step to take to become embroiled in the world 
of exploitation. 

So, this young person that I am talking about went out of 
her house.  She is about 10 or 11 years old, and she went 
out one evening just to play with some friends outside.  
She lived in quite a big estate, a very densely populated 
in my area of East London, Tower Hamlets, and she was 
abducted by a group of boys.  She knew these boys.  They 
were friends of hers because they were all neighbours and 
they were boys of 10 or 11, there were also older boys; 
brothers, cousins, 15, 16, 17. 

One of these older boys took her to a stairwell and he 
raped her and she could not say no, but that is another 
question that she could not say no.  But she was very, very 
distressed. She did not quite know what had happened to 
her, in fact.  She was so young and so naïve.

She went running back home and she was threatened, 
that if she said anything that her family would be 
attacked and, not only would she be punished, but 
members of her family would be punished.

Now, these boys were just as vulnerable as the girls.   
They are growing up in the same neighbourhoods and 
they are under the same sorts of pressures that if they 
do not try and belong to some of these gangs, they are 
going to be attacked too.  We are working with really 
difficult problems here for young people, we want to 
identify them all.

This little girl, went home and was very upset. Her family 
was not able to respond because she did not want to 
talk.  She went upstairs and she smashed up her room.  
Eventually, police were called and she was accused of 
causing criminal damage to her own room.  But she could 
not tell anybody really about why she was doing what she 
was doing and how upset she was.

Now, it took a long time for a lot of the details to come 
out about this child’s case and in the course of that...
now, we have been working with this child probably for 
three or four years; it has taken us a long time to get to 
the bottom of it.  She has moved around. She was not 
able to be kept safe at home, so she was moved to her 
Grandma’s.  It just turned out that the perpetrator lived 
just two doors away from Grandma, so he was seeing 
her every day and he was following her to school every 
day, he was threatening her every day and she was very 
frightened.  So, she was running away a lot.

All of the indicators that we talked about, about being 
missing, children being secretive, self-harming, all of those 
things this little child was displaying, but nobody really 
knew what to do with them. 

Luckily, she came to a project like mine and we could help 
to work with a lot of different agencies.  We managed 
to get her put into a foster placement, which was a safer 
placement for her and it was a secure placement.  I do 
not know if people know what that means but, it is like 
prison for children. But, it was the only place where she 
was not being got at in the whole time she was there. 

She came out of the secure unit at the allotted time, 
went back into a less secure placement and immediately 
started running away again and we thought, ‘We have 
lost it.  We have lost that little chance we had.’  No.  We 

“You have to see this in the wider 
context of the media bombardment 
of children and young people.  You 
have to see it in the context of social 
deprivation and poverty, inequality, 
racism, institutionalised racism and  
a whole range of other things and 
we need to be able to work together 
to tackle all of those things.”

Rebecca Einhorn
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did not.  We managed to stay in touch with her the whole 
time.  We worked really closely with police, the social 
workers involved, the foster carer, a whole range of other 
professionals and we managed to keep this little girl safe.

She is now not such a little girl; she is about 14, 15.  She 
is going back to school.  She had not been to school for 
two years.  She is doing quite well, seeing a worker from 
my project every week.  She is placed outside London; well 
away from where these guys were trying to find her on a 
daily basis and she has got prospects of actually, quite a 
bright future; she is a very bright child, so I see her doing 
really well in her future life.

That is just one small story. There are many, many stories. 
My project has worked with thousands of children in very 
similar circumstances.

I am hoping that what will come out of today is that 
we learn how to work together and how to really 
support each other in this work, which is so difficult, so 
emotionally draining and very upsetting for everybody 
involved, but we have got to keep at the centre of it these 
children who need to be kept safe and to understand that 
they are not doing anything wrong. They are just in the 
wrong place at the wrong time. Thank you.”  

“these boys were just as vulnerable 
as the girls. They are growing up 
in the same neighbourhoods and 
they are under the same sorts of 
pressures that if they do not try and 
belong to some of these gangs, they 
are going to be attacked too.”

Rebecca Einhorn
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Joseph Harker is the Guardian’s Assistant Comment 
Editor.  He has written extensively about the dangers 
of stereotyping one community over this model of 
grooming and how it plays into the hands of the far-
right extremist groups.

“I can completely understand the need for this MCB 
conference.  Child abuse and child abuse through on-
street grooming is horrific.  All these stories that we hear 
are absolutely horrific and the perpetrators deserve 
everything they get and it is essential that whenever 
this is happening that the force of the law seek out 
the perpetrators and bring them to justice.  It is also 
important that the vulnerable children, who are caught 
up in this, are given proper protection of the law and that 
the police and social services listen to them.  I think that is 
a lesson that shouts out to me from all these cases.

Joseph Harker 

Joseph Harker 

“How ironic that the MP for 
Rochdale for 20 years, Cyril Smith, 
was also engaged in a paedophile 
ring himself, which went unreported, 
unrecognised, ignored by the law 
officers, the law establishment, 
ignored by the media.”

Joseph Harker

What concerns me is the fact that since January last 
year, when The Times started running articles about 
grooming, it has been seen as almost exclusively an Asian 
or Pakistani or Muslim issue and it has been focused on, 
it has been racialised and it has been raised as if it is 
something that is inherently wrong with Asian culture, 
with Pakistani culture or Muslim culture, and that is what  
I am fundamentally objecting to.

If I could just throw some statistics out.  There are some 
2.87 million Muslims in Britain, 4.1 million Asians in 
Britain and 1.1 million Pakistanis in Britain.  All of the 
cases, be it Telford, Oxford, Rochdale, they are all horrific, 
but the actual number of perpetrators is about 300 
people.  Now, 300 people is approximately 1 in 3,700 
Pakistanis.  It is 1 in 10,000 Muslims in Britain and it is 1 
in 14,000 Asians in Britain.

These figures that represent a tiny fraction of the 
actual population.  Yet, in the media and our political 
establishment, it has been reported as if it is something 
which affects the entire population, as if these whole 
communities are engaged in this conspiracy of silence  
in which they are all engaging and all have knowledge  
of these activities.

These activities affect a tiny number of people, a tiny 
proportion of people.  Those that are involved, as victims 
especially, suffer horribly.  Let us not forget, let us not, in 
our emotional response to the horrors of what is going 
on, try and make it out as if it is a wide scale problem that 
affects literally millions of people.  It is not. 
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happening everywhere.  From lovely, leafy places, to inner 
cities.  There are people preying on children all over the 
country.  There are a number of different patterns. The 
only unifying factor about offenders is that, with rare 
exceptions, they are all male. The only ethnic offender 
group that featured across all our sectors was White 
males.’  This from someone who has spent two years 
with a lot of major enquiries into the scale of child sexual 
abuse in Britain.

We have to address what is going on in the media. 
We cannot allow this.  As I say, my worry and concern 
about this conference is that it is almost Muslim people 
internalising the onslaught that they have received from 
the media and the political press. 

We see it reported as, one day we will see a story about 
it being a Muslim issue.  If it is a Muslim issue, why does 
it not affect the Arab world or the Arabs in Britain or the 
Bangladeshis in Britain?  Why is it mainly focused on 
Pakistanis?  If it is an Asian problem, again, why does it 
not affect Indians or Bangladeshis or Sri Lankans?  If it 
is a Pakistani problem, why is it that members of other 
nationalities are also involved in child abuse?  We have 
had a couple of Africans and a couple of Afghans who 
have been involved in these child sex rings.  It defies 
all stereotypes.  Yet, you will find, when it is reported, 
there is a laziness, which switches from one to the other 
depending on what argument they are trying to make or 
what particular statistics suit the point they are trying  
to make at that particular time.

“it is not reported as a problem for 
White people to address, a problem 
that White people have to stand 
up to a problem that White people 
have to speak out on.  Somehow 
they are colour blind when it comes 
to sexual abuse by White people.”

Joseph Harker

Why is it that the media racialises it?  We have seen 
stories, when we think about Rochdale, we know the 
Rochdale grooming story.  How ironic that the MP for 
Rochdale for 20 years, Cyril Smith, was also engaged 
in a paedophile ring himself, which went unreported, 
unrecognised, ignored by the law officers, the law 
establishment, ignored by the media.  How ironic that 
when we think of Rochdale and sex abuse, we think about 
it being a Muslim and Pakistani issues, when the elective 
representative of the people of Rochdale was carrying on 
in a paedophile ring of his own for decades.

When we talk about the problems of the Northern towns, 
we now know about Jimmy Saville, we now know about 
Stuart Hall.  We also know about what was going on in 
North Wales.  In North Wales child abuse, it has now 
emerged, there have been 140 allegations of historic 
abuse between...stretching back to the 1960’s.  Eighty 
four suspected offenders have been named and the 
abuse took place across 18 children’s homes. 

We know about abuse within the Catholic Church.  We 
also know about other examples of abuse; horrific cases 
recently: Marc Bridger, Stuart Hazell, the killers of April 
Jones and Tia Sharp, again, engaged in child abuse.  
When that is reported, it is not reported as a problem for 
White people to address, a problem that White people 
have to stand up to a problem that White people have 
to speak out on.  Somehow they are colour blind when 
it comes to sexual abuse by White people.  That is my 
problem, that these are all horrific stories, they are all 
horrific stories, but why should we racialise some and 
not others and, for me, that is our political and media 
establishments pandering to racists.  It is not just the EDL, 
it is not just the BNP, it is widespread across the political 
and media hierarchy.

Sue Berelowitz, who is the Deputy Children’s 
Commissioner, conducted a two year enquiry into child 
sex crimes across Britain.  She concluded: ‘The victims 
come from all ethnic groups as do the perpetrators.  
Contrary to what some may wish to believe, it is 
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Approximately 50,000 children are known to be at risk 
of abuse right now. 17,000 sexual crimes took place 
last year against children under 16.  Nearly a quarter of 
young adults experience sexual abuse by an adult or a 
peer during their childhood.  These are figures from the 
NSPCC.  Child sexual abuse is a wide ranging problem, 
but the racialising and the stereotyping of this issue is 
not new. 

In the 1950’s West Indian men were labelled as ‘pimps.’  
They were luring our innocent, young English girls into 
prostitution, we were told.  By the 1970’s Black people 
were labelled as ‘muggers’ and ‘looters.’  But, only three 
years ago, Channel 4 ran a documentary claiming, on 
a tiny set of data, that there was a crisis of gang rapes 
going on within the Black community. 

Again, it is very easy to racialise and very lazy, and very 
easy for people to do and they know that they are 
not going to be challenged because people who lead 
the political and media hierarchy do not necessarily 
know what is happening in Britain’s racial and religious 
minorities and they do not particularly care.

Is this an issue for the community as a whole to deal 
with?  Well, no more than it is for the White community to 
deal with and, as I say, I have not read any stories saying 
‘White communities should speak out.’  I have not read, 
apart from an article I did in The Guardian, that this is a 
White issue, for White people to talk about.

“my worry and concern about this 
conference is that it is almost Muslim 
people internalising the onslaught 
that they have received from the 
media and the political press.”

Joseph Harker

We have systems in place.  If Muslim people, if anyone 
knows of any child abuse, tell the law. Tell schools. 
Tell social services.  Let them know. It is not an issue, 
necessarily, that it needs a wide scale community 
involvement; if you hear about it, report it.  If you really 
care about it, that is the way to stop it happening.  
That is the basic thing...we have the law...deal with it 
in the same way that a White person would deal with 
criminality or abuse in their areas.  Just report it to the 
powers that be, who are there to deal with it.  That is 
how we are going to bring an end to child sex abuse; 
by vigilant people just going through the systems that 
are already there and not by ignoring, by trying to vilify 
one particular section of society and ignoring the vast 
majority of sexual abuse that takes place among White 
people in this country.” 

© Times Newspapers Limited 2014
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Maswood Ahmed is a qualified social worker and 
currently a Team Manager in the London Borough 
of Tower Hamlets Council.  Maswood Ahmed has 
extensive experience of working complex multi-
disciplinary projects and also works as an independent 
social worker in complex care proceedings. 

“Firstly, I would like to thank the MCB, Muslim Council of 
Britain, for taking this bold step in hosting a conference 
entitled, ‘Protecting All Our Children, Tackling Grooming 
and Safeguarding Children in All Communities.’

Like the police, social workers are often in a situation 
where they are damned if they do and damned if 
they don’t.  The media, although it is increasingly 
taking a more mature approach, we do still see some 
sensationalised, very simplistic reporting of social work 
interventions as opposed to reflecting the complexity 
of the tasks facing social workers and their managers, 
where often one is dealing with lots of unknowns, 
individual choices, their own reactions to situations 

Maswood Ahmed

informed by their own experiences of fear, deception, 
coercion and violence. 

The recent report, ‘Child Sexual Exploitation and the 
Response to Localised Grooming,’ published on 10th 
June 2013, captures very well the context in which 
victims are often found.  The Department for Education 
defines child sexual exploitation as, ‘A form of child 
abuse’.  It can manifest itself in different ways, but 
essentially involves children and young people receiving 
something, for example, accommodation, drugs, gifts or 
affection as a result of them performing sexual activities 
or having others perform sexual activities on them.  It 
can occur without physical contact, when children are 
groomed to post sexual images of themselves on the 
internet, for example.

The NSPCC, we listened to colleagues speaking, an 
organisation I once also worked for, defines grooming as, 
‘Actions deliberately aimed at establishing an emotional 
connection and trust with a child or young person in order 
to increase the likelihood of them engaging in sexual 
behaviour or exploitation. Grooming may also include 
threats or bribes which persuade the child or young 
person that it would be impossible to ask for help.’  This 
is from a report called, ‘Caught in a Trap, the Impact of 
Grooming,’ published in 2012.

Maswood Ahmed

“The NSPCC, defines grooming 
as, ‘Actions deliberately aimed 
at establishing an emotional 
connection and trust with a child  
or young person in order to increase 
the likelihood of them engaging in 
sexual behaviour or exploitation. 
Grooming may also include threats 
or bribes which persuade the child 
or young person that it would be 
impossible to ask for help.”

Maswood Ahmed
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As a Local Authority Social Work Manager, my staff and 
I work with some of the most vulnerable children and 
young people.  I manage a team of children looked after, 
children who are in the care system, who are prone to 
becoming victims of grooming.  In the Rochdale case, the 
victims were generally, though not invariably, vulnerable 
girls aged 12-16 years, a disproportionate number of 
whom were looked after by Local Authorities.

I believe it is vitally important to work in a preventative 
manner, to intervene at the earliest opportunities and 
I have seen that echoed in the subsequent reports that 
have come out.  I have extensive experience in this field 
and sometimes Local Authorities and others may feel 
that preventative work does not pay off in the immediate 
future but it is incredibly important and vitally important 
for us, if we are to secure the future of young people, 
especially the vulnerable in our community.

In my experience, grooming of children and young 
people, particularly girls, can occur in all communities.  
Muslim girls are as likely to be victims as girls from any 
other communities. The Muslim community and all 
communities will benefit and, more importantly, children 
will benefit when statutory organisations and the local 
communities work together to tackle difficult issues facing 
our society.

As social workers, I would advocate, that we need to 
work from an anti-oppressive perspective.  I will share 
with you a quotation from a writer almost 25 years ago 
and I trained with her and read about some of these 
issues. L ena Dominelli published, in 1998, a book on this 
issue and she says: ‘Anti-oppressive social work is a form 
of social work practice which addresses social divisions 
and structural inequalities in the work that is done with 
clients, i.e. service users, or workers.  Anti-oppressive 
practice aims to provide more appropriate and sensitive 
services by responding to people’s needs regardless of 
their social status. Anti-oppressive practice embodies a 
person-centred philosophy, an egalitarian value system 
concerned with producing the effects of structural 
inequalities upon people’s lives. 

A methodology focusing on both process and outcome 
and a way of structuring relationships between 
individuals that aim to empower users by reducing 
the negative effects of hierarchy in their immediate 
interaction and the work they do together.’

It is very easy to blame parents.  It is very easy to blame 
the immediate family or the communities.  But, often, 
when we work closely with victims and young people, 
we realise that it is a very complex situation and it is 
nobody’s fault, including the young person.  They are a 
victim of circumstances and their situations, and request 
careful analysis and understanding of that situation.

“It is very easy to blame parents.   
It is very easy to blame the immediate 
family or the communities.  But, 
often, when we work closely with 
victims and young people, we realise 
that it is a very complex situation 
and it is nobody’s fault, including the 
young person.  They are a victim of 
circumstances and their situations, 
and request careful analysis and 
understanding of that situation.”

Maswood Ahmed

If we take a look at available statistics on grooming, the 
first page of the enquiry into child sexual exploitation in 
gangs and groups, established that 16,500 children are 
at risk of child sexual exploitation, with 2,409 children 
confirmed as victims of sexual exploitation. 

However, evidence points to a significant degree 
of under-reporting and inconsistent recording.  So, 
consequently, the figures of victims and of those at risk 
will be higher.  While, majority of perpetrators are White 
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males, the second largest group is men of South Asian 
ethnicity.  However, due to the inconsistencies in relation 
to data capture, alongside research, it is not possible 
to provide an accurate desegregation of specific ethnic 
groups.  Similarly, while the majority of victims are White 
girls, the enquiry found a higher rate of victimisation 
amongst Black and minority ethnic children, with figures 
showing that 28% of victims reported were from Black 
and minority ethnic backgrounds.

Social workers work very hard, in my experience, to 
identify and support vulnerable children.  They cannot 
do that if resources are not made available where they 
are most needed.  This requires social workers to have 
confidence in their managers to engage in open dialogue 
and to identify appropriate resources, including where 
children are placed, when they are in care, what support 
packages are commissioned to empower and equip 
young people so that they can develop skills to recognise 
abusive relationships and be prepared to break the cycle 
of violent, abusive and soul-destroying relationships.

So, what do social workers, and particularly social work 
managers, ought to do?  As a manager, I have the 
honour and privilege to be able to make decisions on 
commissioning of services.  It is important that decisive 
decisions and actions are taken to recognise signs of 
grooming, to forge vital links within the community 
between partner agencies, to ensure a multi-disciplinary 
and multi-agency approach is taken to safeguard all 
children in our communities because when it comes to 
social work, it should be that every child matters.   
I recognise, reading the reports, that that has not always 
been done across the country. 

The characteristics of perpetrators in the Rochdale 
and Oxford grooming cases, corresponding media 
reporting and the appropriation of the issue for far-right 
elements in our society, has consequently framed public 
perceptions that this type of crime is largely a crime 
perpetrated by Muslim men as part of a wilful, deliberate 
exploitation of young White girls. 

What this characterisation ignores is that the sexual 
exploitation of young, vulnerable people is pervasive 
and cuts across all ethnicities and communities.  
Muslim girls are just as likely to become victims as  
non-Muslim girls.

So, we heard, just before my speech, how the media can 
respond and, in my view, I would say that the media 
should not be selective about reporting certain crimes 
in certain communities.  It should not focus only on 
poor practices, but to present a more balanced picture; 
to provide a context in which social work and other 
professionals operate and to help promote welfare of 
children away from professionals and to help promote 
welfare of children away from a blame culture, which is 
based on a deficit model and to move towards a model 
that demonstrates best practice from where a snowball 
affect can be created towards proactive actions to tackle 
street grooming and all other forms of abuse of children 
and young people in our society.

The responsibility to build trust sits firmly with adults and 
particularly professionals.  Services need to ensure young 
people are supported and not blamed and proactive steps 
are taken to stop the cycle of abuse and exploitation. 

From a social work point of view, every child matters, and 
I hope we can all agree to work together, learn from our 
mistakes and develop our strategies for effective and 
meaningful engagement in order to protect all of our 
children.  Tackle street grooming and safeguard children 
in all communities. 

I end with a quote from a young person: ‘I was raped and 
groomed from when I was 12 years old and I am finding 
it so hard to sleep at night.  No one knows about it as I do 
not know what they will think of me and I am scared to 
tell anyone.  I used to self-harm really bad and I want to 
go back to it, to tackle the pain away.’  This is a quotation 
from a report, ‘Caught in a Trap: The Impact of Grooming,’ 
I mentioned earlier.  Thank you very much for listening.” 

“The responsibility to build trust sits 
firmly with adults and particularly 
professionals.  Services need to 
ensure young people are supported 
and not blamed and proactive steps 
are taken to stop the cycle of abuse 
and exploitation.”

Maswood Ahmed
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Questions, Comments & Answers
2nd SESSION

Question: “I have got a comment and a question for 
Dr Mogra in particular.  I would like to say that I agree 
wholeheartedly and absolutely of the fundamental 
principles of Islam and the quotations from the Qur’an. 
But, I have got a problem; as a Muslim and of Pakistani 
origin, when a series of Pakistani men have been 
brought to account over a short period of time, however 
statistically insignificant that group might be. I was 
reminded a bit by the statement of (Rt. Hon) Damian 
Green (MP, Home Office Minister) last week, when he 
mentioned that culture is no excuse for breaking the 
law in this country and already, I understand from that 
that the perpetrators put the cultural background as 
a sort of mitigation for this heinous crime and I think 
that is a fundamental difference between other people 
committing the same crime, not pleading culture as a 
base for their activity.

So, my question to Dr Mogra is: MCB, which is a body of 
Muslim affiliated organisation, mainly male organisation, 
as to what our plans are and whether in the past we 
have contradicted this association between culture and 
religion. Thank you.”

Comment: “I have got two very brief comments, so I will 
keep them two minutes.  I work for a charity called PACE 
and we support the parents and carers of children who 
have been sexually targeted.  We are a national charity 
and we work with over 600 families and two main points.  
First point is, I think the language we use when we are 
describing and discussing issues is really important and 
sometimes we are very denying, which, particularly a new 
topic and wrestling with it, and sometimes because we 
are rushed.

I just want to clarify one point. In our experience, young 
people and children do not put themselves at risk.  They 
are actually in the street and they are preyed upon by 
perpetrators. So, it is not about the children being victims, 
it is about children becoming victims, not about them 
taking risks.

The second point is: we supported all sorts of different 
families across the country.  So, we have supported 

parents who have been in the medical profession, 
academics, police officers, social workers, teachers, a 
whole range of families.  So, the second point I would 
like to make is that blame generally is not helpful in a 
discussion, an informal debate, but if there is any blame, 
please direct it at the perpetrators of the abused because 
the parents we work with all want to safeguard their 
children from abuse and stuff.  Thank you.”

I wanted to thank the speakers of this particular panel 
because I was very disconcerted by the earlier panel.  The 
dominant message that came on the earlier panel is that 
there is a prevalent political correctness, that it being 
a problem in the debate that needs challenging, the 
political correctness. 

What came out of Joseph’s talk is that the prevalent issue 
that needs challenging is racialisation.  I mean, that is an 
extremely important change in the terms of our discussion. 

One of the points that was made in order to support 
the notion that there is political correctness, is the 
fact that some journalists said that they had refrained 
from tackling the issue because of sensitivities in the 
community and being accused of racism.  In fact, the 
issue is that they refrained for a very good reason; that 
there was not a correlation with ethnicity to be brought 
into to the discussion and that if they refrained it was 
because of being racialised, exactly as Joseph said.
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What we need in this discussion is evidence-based 
issues.  Part of the problem is that we have an extremely 
developed media opinion and little enough of facts and  
I think that evidence-based is what has so far been 
missing from this discussion.

The single most problematic aspect of what was said 
earlier, though, which needs serious challenging, is a 
notion that what we need to have these conversations, 
where the kinds of things that are not being able to be 
said in public have to come out.  That only reinforces the 
notion that there are, in fact, issues that are not being 
said, that are sensitive, that need to be tackled behind 
closed doors because they will exacerbate the problems, 
quite the contrary, we need to challenge the terms of the 
discussion and I would welcome the notion that at some 
point in this day of discussion, we are going to have some 
evidence-based, critical discussion of the continuum 
of child sexual exploitation, of which grooming, and its 
legitimacy as a term, is questioned.  Thank you.”

Ajmal Masroor (Chair): “A couple of questions that have 
been raised: using culture as mitigating or a mitigator, 
by these perpetrators as opposed to any other criminals 
who have never used their culture.  So, the question is to 
you, Joseph: You did stand up to say that there is no race, 
no religion, and yet, the perpetrators themselves have 
used religion to justify some of their actions.  How do you 
respond to that?   Maybe Ibrahim can come up to say 
what MCB plans to do to tackle this further and maybe 
your organisation could look at some of the precise 
language that is being used or not being used. 

Joseph Harker: “On that point, you quoted some very 
patronising remarks by the minister Damian Green last 
week, telling ethnic minorities, people like myself actually, 
that culture is no excuse for breaking the law, like as if I 
did not know that.

I am not aware of anyone who has actually pleaded that 
culture is the reason that they sexually exploit young 
girls or commit horrific acts against young girls.  I am not 
sure that anybody has actually used that; used Islam or 
Pakistani or Asian origin as a reason to justify that.  That 
completely escapes me.  As far as I am aware it is only 

the media that has put that forward as an issue and 
politicians who have said that.

I just want to make a point, you mentioned about, and  
I do not wish to disagree upon it at all about children not 
putting themselves at risk.  I think, in this case and in a way 
to explain why there is this preponderance or seemingly 
number of cases of why there is a disparity in the small 
number of cases between Asian and White perpetrators, 
is because often these girls are young, they are vulnerable.  
They are out on the streets.  They are out on the streets 
late at night and after the pubs close they tend to go to 
the places which are still open, which tend to be the local 
curry house or the local minicab offices.  They are young 
girls and that is where they meet these men, that is where 
the relationships start to build, that is where they start to 
get plied with alcohol, drugs and whatever.  That is where 
they come across these predators.

So, just to clarify, if there is a discrepancy, it is about 
the actual nature of the businesses that these men are 
involved in and the fact they are out late at night, away 
from their families and were in an ideal position to prey 
on young girls.  I think the common fact is that whether 
it is Jimmy Saville and his league of child sex abuse or 
the North West Children’s homes, that men who are in 
a position of power over young women can often take 
advantage of that and they often do the same in the 
Catholic Church with young boys. 

“I am not aware of anyone who has 
actually pleaded that culture is the 
reason that they sexually exploit 
young girls or commit horrific acts 
against young girls.  I am not sure 
that anybody has actually used that; 
used Islam or Pakistani or Asian 
origin as a reason to justify that.  
That completely escapes me.  As far 
as I am aware it is only the media 
that has put that forward as an issue 
and politicians who have said that.”
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The other fact is that police, historically, are interested in 
protecting vulnerable young girls. These cases have been 
reported; they have made complaints, they have been 
ignored time and time again.  Whether the perpetrators 
are Asian, White, Black, they just do not particularly care 
about vulnerable young girls.  They see them...they do not 
look nice, the have got all these, kind of, often psychological 
problems and are just not interested in them, and I think 
that is the issue.  It is not anyone being sensitive about 
cultural sensitivities on how ‘we do not want to offend 
Asians’ or ‘we do not want to offend Black people.’

Trust me. The police and the media and the politicians 
are quite happy to demonise and go after Black people 
or Asians and lots of other cases.  Just think about the 
number of stop and searches; the stop and search 
statistics will tell all you need to know about how the 
police are very happy to target racial minorities in Britain. 
I think that the problem is that, with young girls, they are 
not interested and that is why this thing has been allowed 
to fester so long.  Thankfully, with the massive publicity 
that these cases have got in the last couple of years, I 
think things will change and I think these perverts that 
go along preying on young people, surely must know the 
time is up now.”

Chair: “Let us ask our next question, which is: what does 
MCB plan to do, Ibrahim Mogra, to make sure that our 
children are protected?”

Shaykh Ibrahim Mogra: “Thank you sister.  You can call 
me Brother Mogra.  I am not a Doctor.  I am not qualified 
to deserve that honour.

It is very clear, culture, religion, ignorance; these cannot be 
a defence when someone breaks the law.  It has been a big 
struggle and one of the key messages of Muslim Council 
of Britain’s work is to invite the wider public to remember 
to make a distinction between cultural practices and the 
teachings of Islam. There are Muslims whose cultural 
practices do not fit with the teachings of Islam, yet they try 
to pass them on as the teachings of Islam.

I am a big fan of multi-culturalism. I love culture and I 
think that a lot of culture is very, very good, wherever 
it comes from. But, where I find the cultural practices 
of some Muslims in contradictions with the teachings 
of Islam, then I would be the first to condemn those 
cultural practices and that is the position that the Muslim 
Council of Britain has taken over the years and if I can 
cite a few examples.  We hear of forced marriages, 
which is a cultural practice in a number of societies and 
communities, not just Muslims, and we have spoken 
out against this. We have worked with the government 
agencies around this issue to make sure that it is 
condemned.  Under-age marriage; likewise, so-called 
honour killings, which are cultural practices Islam has no 
room for any of this kind of practice.

We have used every avenue that has been available to 
us, including tabloid media, one of them being The Sun 
newspaper, where we have put in columns condemning 
these kinds of cultural practices, saying: ‘It has no room 
in Islam.’

What we will, with God’s help, continue to do is partner 
with the many organisations that we have identified as 
a result of the child sexual exploitation cases that have 
come to light and we are fully backing and supporting the 
Khutbah for the Mosques, knowing that perhaps these 
words will not reach the ears of the perpetrators, but 
at least it is going to help strengthen the resolve of our 
communities and educate them about the teachings of 
Islam with regards to sexual relations and behaviour.

“The police and the media and 
the politicians are quite happy 
to demonise and go after Black 
people or Asians and lots of other 
cases.  Just think about the number 
of stop and searches; the stop and 
search statistics will tell all you 
need to know about how the police 
are very happy to target racial 
minorities in Britain.”
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We are partnering with CAASE, for example, who are 
championing this particular issue. Many other Muslim 
organisations that are championing different issues, that 
affect our communities, but also partnering, co-operating 
and lending our voice and support to many other 
statutory and non-statutory, non-Muslim organisations 
working for the common good, which is the main 
objective of the MCB.”

Chair: “Some of the language that is being used.  Are 
we getting that right?  Maybe NSPCC can comment on 
that briefly.”

Nasima Patel: “Are we getting the language right?  
Probably not, but I do not see that as a problem.  I think 
that when you have an open debate and you want to 
involve as many people as possible and you want to 
have multiple perspectives, people may get the language 
wrong and that is fine.

In terms of risk taking and victims; I think young people 
are victims of child sexual exploitation, but young people 
also have agency in their own right.  They do have choices 
to make.  Unfortunately, the more vulnerable they are, 
the less choices that they do have and that is part of the 
paradigm in which we work.  We work with lots of young 
people who do go out and do things that other young 
people just would not do.  They put themselves at risk, 
they hurt themselves.  So, that is the paradigm we work in.

I really welcome the call for evidence because this debate 
is not about who you know, what you know.  It is actually 
what is evidence-based, what is the level of vulnerability 
for young people?  Why did the perpetrators pick on these 
young women or young men and not others?  These are 
the kinds of questions we will have to ask really seriously 
and have started to ask.

Finally, in terms of the media and its role.  Yes it 
has completely distorted the debate of child sexual 
exploitation.  It has constructed its own narrative, but 
here we are talking about the issues that really matter 
to people, about how our young people are faring, what 
welfare concerns they have and the fact that pastoral 
care, pastoral welfare, has to be such an important part 

of any faith community to take leadership of its own 
community.  But, in that sense, the media may have 
distorted the debate, but it has also allowed us as a faith 
to talk about what goes on in our community in terms of 
child sexual exploitation.”

Chair: “Thank you.  And finally, to Maswood, a question 
that has been raised...or at least as I understood this 
to be.  There are young people who actually go out of 
their way to find a potential victim, not within their own 
communities, so they will go out there to find victims with, 
say, in the White community, if it is Asian men.  Is there 
something going on here, in the psychology of those who 
are doing that?  Is it that they do not want to groom...
or is there evidence for you to suggest that actually 
grooming happens within these Asian communities and 
young people are also exploited by these criminals?”

“Finally, in terms of the media 
and its role.  Yes it has completely 
distorted the debate of child sexual 
exploitation.  It has constructed 
its own narrative, but here we 
are talking about the issues that 
really matter to people, about 
how our young people are faring, 
what welfare concerns they have 
and the fact that pastoral care, 
pastoral welfare, has to be such 
an important part of any faith 
community to take leadership of its 
own community.  But, in that sense, 
the media may have distorted the 
debate, but it has also allowed us 
as a faith to talk about what goes 
on in our community in terms of 
child sexual exploitation.”
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Maswood Ahmed: “That is a very complex issue and I 
think that is what the call for evidence-based research 
is about, so I am not sure I can give you a quick, snappy 
answer on that.  But, if you look at the characteristics of 
people, or individuals, who engage in grooming activities, 
they are highly deceptive, they are highly criminal in their 
mind and they will look for ways to achieve their goal and 
then they will look for a way that they can achieve that in 
the easiest way.  So, in some communities that may well 
be the case and in other communities it could be a whole 
range of other practice.  Unfortunately, I am not able to 
give you a straightforward answer and I am sure each 
one of you will be able to come to your own analysis and 
completion on those sorts of issues.

Clearly there is a need for more research and for 
understanding of what is going on, from a community 
point of view, whichever community appears to be at 
the forefront of these kind of activities, I would say that 
the community itself has some responsibility.  But, at 
the same time, in terms of the angle I am coming from, 
statutory organisations have a responsibility; these things 
do not just happen in a vacuum, there are patterns that 
can be followed. There are early signs and indicators. 
Signs that clearly ought to be looked at an early stage 
and if people do that, professionals do not miss those 
signs, whether it be the police, whether it is social workers 
or health professionals. Whoever, community workers, 
volunteers, anyone can pick up some of these things.

One of the things that has been highlighted in one of 
the reports I quoted from, from the Commission said 
that when young people go missing, children who are in 
the care system, when they go missing, when they come 
back, what quality of interview is undertaken by the social 
workers and professionals involved to analyse what have 
they been up to.  Why did they go missing?  Who inspired 
them to go missing from a secure place like they are 
supposed to be in?  And what led to their departure from 
their care home or foster home or whatever institution 
they were a part of?

So, we all have a responsibility to try and analyse these 
situations and do everything we can to try and minimise 

and to try and tackle this difficult issue and then, 
hopefully, eventually, we will be able to come to better 
understanding but, at the same time, hopefully, we will be 
able to, together, support our young people and support 
the people who are becoming victims of this heinous 
crime and I hope we are together in that. I have no doubt 
all of us here are committed to doing so.  Thank you.”

“children who are in the care 
system, when they go missing, 
when they come back, what quality 
of interview is undertaken by the 
social workers and professionals 
involved to analyse what have 
they been up to.  Why did they go 
missing?  Who inspired them to go 
missing from a secure place like 
they are supposed to be in?  And 
what led to their departure from 
their care home or foster home  
or whatever institution they were  
a part of?”

Question: “I work in Harrogate Women’s Aid.  I am Asian 
Outreach Worker and I specialise in domestic violence,  
so-called honour based violence and forced marriage.   
I would highly recommend googling Joseph’s articles 
on this topic.  I think he wrote one about Kim May back 
in July, very perceptive.  I like the humour.  But, I will 
challenge you, Joseph, on only one comment you made 
about police officers not being interested in vulnerable 
young girls. It takes my mind to accountability.  Now, 
before we get to the police statement writing stage, we 
have responsibility to the community.  So, you already 
have to look at what is social care doing? 

Now, with Operation Bullfinch, social care have put their 
hands up, I commend that.  Obviously, mistakes have 
been made but, only when you hold up your hands and 
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say ‘We are accountable.  We have made mistakes.  We 
have failed this community.” That is when you can start 
making positive changes and we look at that and move 
forward in that way; accountability at grassroots level.  So, 
if I can just finish the discussion down to grassroots level 
on how we work within the community.

This is a child exploitation situation.  However, it has been 
drawn into work in the community.  Now, working in a 
Muslim community, predominantly Mirpuri, Pakistani 
community in Harrogate, I have worked there for 15 
years, gained access into that community to actually 
send a message across, to actually work with the women 
and the young women.  How can the Muslim Council of 
Britain help us to do that?  How can that be encouraged?” 

Comment: “I am actually from the same community 
as the woman who has just spoken in High Wycombe 
and we are disproportionately represented in all of 
these issues.  I feel that the gentleman who very bravely 
stood up and identified himself as a father of a victim, 
his question was not addressed and we have a slight 
imbalance here; we are addressing the issues of the 
victims, the children, their vulnerability, what causes them 
to be in these positions, what we can do for them, and 
that is fantastic.” 

Chair: “I just want to sum up what has been said so far. 
Lots of issues have been said, lots of cases have been 
shared.  One thing that certainly comes to my mind 

is that there is a clear lack of or is a comprehensive 
education material to create better understanding and 
awareness from this topic?  And I say this with a great 
deal of respect to the communities present here.

Sex is a taboo topic within many Muslim families.  It is 
not talked about, especially in Asian families.  It is not an 
Islamic issue, by the way; Islam does not say it is a taboo.  
You can talk about it as much as you want. It is not an 
issue, but within the Asian community it has become a 
huge taboo, it is not talked about.  From our experience 
growing up in Muslim families, we have never been told 
about it.

I write about it, I talk about it and people are 
embarrassed completely when I go and face those topics.  
I have been told off by people who say, ‘Why are you 
talking about sex?  I am going to withdraw my children 
from such a session.’  But I tell people, ‘If I cannot teach 
children about sex and relationships from an Islamic 
perspective, would you rather have them learning from 
porn or anything else that is out there today?’ 

So, one thing we should all think about over lunch is to ask 
ourselves this question: do we have a Muslim sensitive, 
culturally sensitive faith, loyal to the faith itself, material 
on sex and relationship available in our community and 
available freely for people to have?  I believe, no. And that 
is something that we need to think about.”  

“Sex is a taboo topic within 
many Muslim families.  It is not 
talked about, especially in Asian 
families.  It is not an Islamic issue, 
by the way; Islam does not say 
it is a taboo.  You can talk about 
it as much as you want. It is not 
an issue, but within the Asian 
community it has become a huge 
taboo, it is not talked about.”
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Keith Vaz was first elected in June 1987 and has 
been re-elected as a Member of Parliament 6 times.  
He was the first person of Asian origin to sit in the 
House of Commons since 1922.  He currently serves 
as the Chairman of the influential Home Affairs 
Select Committee, which scrutinises the work of the 
Home Office.

“It is a huge pleasure for me to be asked to address this 
very important conference which the Muslim Council of 
Britain is holding today in Central London. 

I have the privilege of working with the MCB in Leicester 
and I want to pay tribute to this organisation for the 
work that it has done over the years.  I can say that when 
the MCB speaks, people listen; those in government and 
opposition.  What is essential from someone who has 
now been in government for 26 years, is that the Muslim 
community has been able to organise itself in such an 
effective way that it has organisations to speak for it on a 
variety of issues. 

Rt. Hon. Keith Vaz MP

Rt. Hon. Keith Vaz MP

This is a very important subject.  Child grooming is 
a terrible crime.  It first came to the attention of this 
committee in a public way, and of course we knew of 
its existence.  But, it first became public knowledge in a 
dramatic way because of the articles of Andrew Norfolk 
in The Times.  At the time, I know politicians try and put 
newspapers and journalists under pressure in a variety 
of ways, Andrew Norfolk’s outstanding writings in The 
Times elicited a response from Parliament which led to 
the establishment of the Select Committee’s enquiry into 
child grooming, which is available online.  Sue Berelowitz 
also played an important part in the way that we 
conducted our work.  Sue Berelowitz, who is the Deputy 
Children’s Commissioner, identified 16,500 children being 
at high risk and susceptible to exploitation.  She told the 
Committee a shocking figure that 2409 children had been 
sexually exploited within a 14 month period.  One phrase 
stuck in my mind more than any other: child grooming 
and child sexual exploitation was taking place in every 
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village and every town and every city in the United 
Kingdom.  It was not confined to a particular area; this is 
happening everywhere, and this worried and distressed 
members of the Committee, who had for a year heard 
some harrowing evidence from victims of sexual abuse, 
some of it public, some of it in private because the victims 
just could not sit in front of television cameras and press 
and tell us what they had to go through.

I want to thank both Ibrahim Mogra, the Assistant 
Secretary- General of the Muslim Council of Britain, 
and Alyas Karmani from STREET UK, for the incredibly 
important information they gave to the Home Affairs 
Select Committee.  I think, without their evidence, we 
would not have been able to produce the report that we 
produced.

This is a vile crime, perpetrated by a small number of 
individuals and it is appalled by the vast majority in this 
country and every single ethnic group.  What we found 
was that there was no simple link between race and 
child sexual exploitation, though we acknowledged that 
in some areas of the country, particular areas of the 
country, there was a model where people of a certain 
ethnic origin, were exploiting others of a different 
ethnic origin and it would be wrong to say that this 
was not happening because that was a model that we 
saw, that we took evidence of, that we listened to the 
stories concerned and that we heard the reaction of the 
community to what was going on.

In his evidence, Ibrahim Mogra said that the community 
needed to acknowledge the fact that a disproportionately 
larger number of Muslims and Asians were sentenced 
in certain cases, which he says was very wrong.  But, at 
the same time, when we looked at online grooming, we 
found that the vast majority of people who were involved 
in online grooming, were not from the Pakistani heritage 
community or from the Muslim community.  The vast 
majority were actually no race whatsoever.

In acknowledging that there were different models, we 
also acknowledge that it was important to see those 
models and to try and deal with problems that existed.  

It is absolutely clear that no religion, in any form, in any 
way, even in the slightest reference of any kind, endorses 
anything that we saw.   Anyone who writes about it, 
or any of those groups who claim to be perforated by 
one particular community, are absolutely wrong.  This 
is something, as I said, that is perpetrated by different 
communities, by individuals, that there are different 
models.  There is no simple link between race and child 
sexual exploitation.

It is important for the community to get this message 
across, so nobody is under any impression that the 
community as a whole does not condemn what is going 
on.  Not just the Muslim community or the Pakistani 
heritage community, but all communities.  I think it is 

“This is a vile crime, perpetrated by 
a small number of individuals and it 
is appalled by the vast majority in 
this country and every single ethnic 
group.  What we found was that 
there was no simple link between 
race and child sexual exploitation, 
though we acknowledged that in 
some areas of the country, particular 
areas of the country, there was a 
model where people of a certain 
ethnic origin, were exploiting others 
of a different ethnic origin and it 
would be wrong to say that this was 
not happening because that was 
a model that we saw, that we took 
evidence of, that we listened to the 
stories concerned and that we heard 
the reaction of the community to 
what was going on.”

Rt. Hon. Keith Vaz MP
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important that we not only learn the lessons, but in a 
real sense, members of the community are told to act as 
community resource.  Frankly, if you see it going on, if you 
know it is going on, whether it is on the streets of Rochdale 
or whether it is happening in a house in Central London, 
and you know people are involved in online grooming, as I 
have seen for myself when I visited the Child Exploitation 
Unit, which is now forming part of the National Crime 
Agency just opposite the House of Commons in London.  
When I saw the extent in which groomers tried to seduce 
and lure young girls into being sexually exploited, I realised 
how immediate, how necessary it was, that we should 
act in a proper way.  That is why I pay tribute to all the 
agencies involved, not just CEOP, but also the agencies, the 
police, social services and others, who now, I think for the 
first time, have woken up to the importance of dealing with 
this very important crime.

It is frankly, until Andrew Norfolk’s articles, and I would 
like to think, until we published our report, until  the 
Muslim Council of Britain decided to have this conference 
and others decided to talk openly about this issue, this 
was a crime that was taking place in the shadows. 

There was a woeful lack of curiosity by those who run our 
social services department in some of the councils that 
we looked at: Rochdale, Rotherham, just two councils 
because you could not look at all of them.  I wish we had 
the time, but we could not.  We took evidence from these 
two councils and we were appalled by the evidence given 

by directors of social services and children’s services, by 
chief executives of councils, who knew this was going on, 
but were absolutely not prepared to act.  It was always 
somebody else’s responsibility; ‘It did not come up during 
a case conference,’ ‘We did not see the file,’ ‘We left 
it to the social worker.’  A woeful lack of curiosity from 
people who, as soon as we started the enquiry, suddenly 
tendered their resignation on the grounds of ill health or 
they were moving onto another job.  But if you read the 
report, we are very, very clear exactly where we stand on 
the failure of the social services to act appropriately.

As far as the police were concerned, I am afraid the story 
is very much the same.  In some parts of the country, we 
had outstanding policing.  In Lancashire, a year ago, a 
hundred people were prosecuted for child exploitation.  
In South Yorkshire, a year ago, not a single person was 
prosecuted for child exploitation.  How do you explain the 
good policing happening in Lancashire and the failure of 
other authorities like South Yorkshire and other parts of 
the country to act?  We decided, as a result of the report, 
that police authorities ought to publish a list of all the 
complaints that they receive, all the prosecutions they 
have conducted and all the convictions, so the people 
are very clear, not just where it is going on, but that 
perpetrators are put behind bars.

“It is frankly, until Andrew Norfolk’s 
articles, and I would like to think, 
until we published our report, 
until  the Muslim Council of Britain 
decided to have this conference and 
others decided to talk openly about 
this issue, this was a crime that was 
taking place in the shadows.”

Rt. Hon. Keith Vaz MP

“we were appalled by the evidence 
given by directors of social services 
and children’s services, by chief 
executives of councils, who knew 
this was going on, but were 
absolutely not prepared to act.”

Rt. Hon. Keith Vaz MP

Then there was the Crown Prosecution Service.  A 
complete failure of the Crown Prosecution Service to 
act with the police and with social service departments 
following complaints made by victims and I must say, 
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full credit to the Director of Public Prosecutions, Keir 
Starmer.  When we began our enquiry, he issued a very 
powerful statement, and he made it very clear that the 
CPS had failed to prosecute and he introduced new 
guidelines.  I want to pay tribute to Nazir Afzal, the 
Chief Crown Prosecutor for the North of England, for 
the work that he has done, for his acknowledgement, 
for the CPS’s acknowledgement and their willingness to 
take the story further and to do something about it.  We 
need to act together.  We simply cannot do this on our 
own, certainly not in Parliament.  We need to make sure 
that the police, the CPS, as well as the community, as 
well as social services are able to work together in order 
to catch the perpetrators who are involved in this vile 
crime.  We want to see the evidence of victims going for 
safeguarding laws.  We will not accept any longer the 
assurances that people are doing things differently; the 
Select Committee will come back in six months’ time to 
look at our recommendations, to see how many of those 
agencies that we have brought to book, have followed 
those recommendations and have implemented them. 

But, at the end of the day, there is also responsibility on 
internet crimes, and I feel this very passionately.  I am 
a bit of a dinosaur, I am afraid, as far as the technology 
is concerned and sometimes when I raise these issues 
with my children and nephews and nieces complaining 

“In Lancashire, a year ago, a hundred 
people were prosecuted for child 
exploitation.  In South Yorkshire, a 
year ago, not a single person was 
prosecuted for child exploitation.  
How do you explain the good 
policing happening in Lancashire 
and the failure of other authorities 
like South Yorkshire and other parts 
of the country to act?”

Rt. Hon. Keith Vaz MP

about these industries and this new technology, and I am 
always criticising them because I do not really know how 
to operate them.  That may be part of the truth.

The fact is that there is a huge amount going out in 
cyber-space and Martin, who is one of the police expert or 
experts of cyber-crime, recently gave evidence to the Select 
Committee on E-crime, he will be the first to acknowledge 
what is going out there is impossible to control.  A Summit 
was held yesterday with Maria Miller, the Culture Secretary.  
We want the internet companies to do more to remove 
offensive online content from the internet.  We do not want 
Google, who made a profit last year of £3.2 billion, just to 
give the extra quarter of a million pounds to the Internet 
Watch Foundation, in order to monitor the internet. Out 
there in cyber-space is where it all happens and we need to 
make sure that it is monitored.

My final point to you is this: children only have the 
opportunity of one childhood.  My daughter is only 15.  
This is happening to 15 year old girls all over the country 
and my opinion to all of you, whatever profession or 
organisation, whatever religion, it does not really matter, 
my plea to all of you is to go out there and to be vigilant 
and to whistleblow and to bring it to the attention of the 
authorities, to make sure that this vile crime is stopped; 
that perpetrators are being brought to justice and that 
our children can enjoy their childhood.” 
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Sue Berelowitz is the Deputy Children’s Commissioner 
for England.  In her role she engages strategically 
with children and young people across the country 
and those working with and for them, to promote 
their views and interests and seeks to ensure that 
every child achieves their rights under the United 
Nations Under the Right of the Child.

“Good afternoon everyone. My name is Sue Berelowitz 
and I am the Deputy Children’s Commissioner for 
England and I am chairing a national enquiry being 
undertaken under the Commissioner’s powers into child 
sexual exploitation in gangs and groups.  Thank you so 
much for inviting me at your conference today.  I am very 
sorry that I have to do it remotely in this way as I would 
very much have liked to have been with you, but at least 
to be with you by camera is better than nothing with you 
at all.

Sue Berelowitz

Sue Berelowitz

This is an immensely important topic, so thank you also for 
choosing to put it on your agenda today.  What I am going 
to do, very briefly, is take you through our key findings and 
then focus particularly on the issue of ethnicity and also tell 
you something about our next steps.

This is a two year enquiry into child sexual exploitation 
in gangs and groups.  We focused in year one on 
prevalence; who is doing what to whom, where in the 
country, in what way and who are the perpetrators, who 
are the offenders, obviously.  We spent the whole of year 
one focusing on that issue without any hidden agenda of 
trying to be swayed in one direction or another.  Our only 
determination is to hold fast to the evidence.

The evidence we gathered was that we had absolutely 
hard data on 2409 children who were known to have 
been victims of sexual exploitation in a particular 14 
month time period.  We also, from all the evidence 
we gathered, identified two lists, very important lists; 
one that tells us what the warning signs are that show 
that the child is at high risk of being a victim of sexual 
exploitation.  The other is the signs that children show 
when they are already victims and we published those 
warning signs when we put up the full interim report on 
the year one findings in November 2012.

On the basis of the list of warning signs, we did a huge 
data trawl across the country gathering evidence from 
the police, from government, from local authorities, 
from safeguarding boards, from sexual health clinics, 
and identified that there were just over 16 and a half 
thousand children across England who show at least 
three of the warning signs of children who are at high 
risk. Some of the signs are the same of children who are 
already victims as those who are at risk of becoming 
victims. It is worth looking at the full signs, which are 
published on our website, in our interim report entitled, 
‘I thought I was the only one, the only one in the 
world’.  This includes the following; children going 
missing from home, from care and from school, children 
committing offences, interestingly enough, children 
suffering a bereavement, particularly of a very close 
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family member, a parent or a sibling, children growing up 
in households where parents may be addicted to drugs 
or alcohol and children who are suffering abuse of other 
kinds, including intra-familial child sexual abuse.  All are 
very important warning signs.

We did, as I am sure you are aware, gather as much 
evidence as we could about the ethnicity of both victims 
and perpetrators.  There are many myths out there about, 
‘Who are the victims?’ and ‘Who are the perpetrators?’ 
and we were really keen to find out the truth.  It is not 
entirely easy to do that because quite often ethnicity 
is not recorded for both victims and offenders and 
sometimes ethnicity is conflated with nationality, so 
people might record somebody, for example, as being 
British without actually telling us what their ethnicity 
is, thinking that somehow British is an ethnicity.  And, 
indeed, in the largest proportion of cases, particularly for 
offenders, no ethnicity or nationality was recorded at all, 
as indeed were there great gaps around such issues as 
disability for both victims and perpetrators.

What we have concluded from our year one findings 
is that the people who perpetrate this particularly 
pernicious and, indeed, vicious form of sexual abuse 
against children, because sexual exploitation is one form 
of sexual abuse, regrettably come from all ethnic groups 
and all parts of our communities.  We found that the 
demographics of the perpetrators very much mirror and 
reflect the demographics of the parts of the country from 
which the data was being provided.  So, in those parts 
of the country where you have almost exclusively White 
communities, for example, in the West Country, the vast 
majority of perpetrators were White in terms of ethnicity, 
and I am not commenting now on nationality.  And so 
that went around the country. 

There has been much talk about so-called 
disproportionality in relation to particularly Pakistani 
males.  Again, our evidence is that if you look at the 
whole swathe of data that we drew down, holding in 
mind that in so many instances, neither ethnicity nor 

indeed, even nationality, were recorded and, of course, 
those two things are quite different, or can be quite 
different, it was not possible for us to say that there is, 
indeed, a so-called disproportionality.  The only thing that 
we can say with absolute certainty is that the offenders 
come from all ethnic groups and all parts of our society 
and we are very, very clear about the robustness of our 
evidence.

I would just like to say something about the ethnicity of 
victims because, again, with the large trials in particular, 
the vast majority of victims have been White.  We are 
very concerned, from the evidence we gathered and, 
indeed, that we continue to gather in year two of the 
enquiry, that there appears to be a kind of blindness 
towards victims from within the ethnic minority 
communities.  I will simply give you one example, where 
I went to a very large city, where there was a joint police 
and local authority dedicated sexual exploitation team.  
They had done wonderful work putting together a dossier 
of group-based sexual exploitation victims for us.  There 
were, I think 78 victims in the dossier that they had pulled 
together.  Every single one of those girls, and they were 
all girls, were White and they were all in care and at the 
end of reading everything, I asked the police and local 
authority staff whether there were any BME victims or 
children not in care, and their response was: ‘We are not 
looking for those.’

“The only thing that we can say 
with absolute certainty is that the 
offenders come from all ethnic 
groups and all parts of our society 
and we are very, very clear about 
the robustness of our evidence.”

Sue Berelowitz
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“Every single one of those girls, 
and they were all girls, were White 
and they were all in care and at the 
end of reading everything, I asked 
the police and local authority staff 
whether there were any BME victims 
or children not in care, and their 
response was: ‘We are not looking 
for those.”

Sue Berelowitz

We have begun looking for those victims and talk to the 
police and other agencies about those victims and I 
can tell you that they are there, and the dangers of not 
looking for them is that children from all ethnic groups 
and, particularly those from minority ethnic groups, who 
are victims or potential victims, are falling through the 
net, so it is an immensely serious issue.

For year two, we are now looking at where do we go 
from here?  What is the reparative work that needs to be 
done?  Where is effective practice taking place in different 
sectors?  What does that effective practice look like?  
What do children need in terms of ongoing mental health 
support when they have been victims?  And what kind of 
work needs to be done in schools and where can we point 
people to so that they can find out what is working well? 

We are also undertaking a very extensive piece of work, 
which will come to fruition when we put out the final 
report in November, into what it is like for young people 
to grow up in gang involved neighbourhoods and also 
what the issues are around consent; do both boys and 
girls understand the meaning of consent and, if not, 
what needs to be done in order to enable them to really 
understand the issues of consent?  So, there is much work 
to be done.  I am sorry again that I cannot be with you.  
Thank you for inviting me and please do look at our full 
report where you will find the full findings and look out for 
our final report in November of this year.” 

For full report please visit:  
www.childrenscommissioner.gov.uk/content/publications/content_636
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Nazir Afzal OBE took up the appointment of Chief 
Crown Prosecutor (CCP) for the North West Area 
in May 2011.  He is responsible for all criminal 
prosecutions across Greater Manchester, Lancashire 
and Cumbria and leads approximately 700 lawyers, 
paralegal staff and administrators in the North West.

“I am delighted that you are having this conference.  It is 
absolutely important that the communities themselves 
have a discussion about the issues because it is very easy 
for the far-right, as they have done over the last year or 
two, to take ownership of the issue and suggest that it 
is something to do with religion or something to do with 
race, when we know it is all to do with predators and with 
vulnerable children. 

So, we have to take responsibility ourselves, you as  
a community and communities, are doing what you are 
doing, which is to have a dialogue with each other to 
determine what you can do differently and what we  

Nazir Afzal OBE

Nazir Afzal OBE

can do differently to make sure that this horrible 
practice stops.

My involvement started about two years ago.  Prior to 
that I was working in London and I was aware of small 
number of cases around the country, where groups of 
mainly Asian men and mainly Muslim men, seemed to 
be engaged in sexual abuse.  However, it was only on my 
arrival here in the North West that I became aware of 
what now has become known as the ‘Rochdale Case.’  It 
was a case in which a decision was taken back in 2009 
by a prosecutor not to proceed against two individuals 
in relation to the sexual abuse of a young girl.  That 
decision, thankfully, was bought to my attention and I 
overturned it.  Reversing a decision is very rare, but the 
CPS gives me that right and I took advantage of it.  As 
a result of that reversal many other defendants were 
charged and, subsequently, 11 of them were taken to trial 
in Liverpool Crown Court in the early part of 2012.

Nine of them were convicted in May of 2012 with a 
variety of sexual offences including trafficking within 
the United Kingdom.  These were the first convictions 
for trafficking within the United Kingdom since the law 
was enacted.  The sentences, again, will come as no 
surprise to you; 19 years, 14 years, very long terms of 
imprisonment for pretty much first time offenders, which 
recognises and reflects the seriousness of their offending.

It was not the end of it, of course, because questions 
were then asked about why this was happening, how 
prevalent it was, how frequently these cases would be 
coming into court and it is to my great regret that I am 
able to say there are many more cases of this nature 
that we are, either have prosecuted or will be prosecuting 
in the months and years to come, and that is a good 
sign.  It is a good sign that the investigations are much 
more thorough.  It is a good sign that we, as prosecutors, 
are much more robust, but it is a bad sign that this a 
behaviour that is going on in many places around the 
country and needs to stop.

Let us contextualise it.  The vast majority of sexual 
offences against children are carried out by British, White 
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One of the other things that came out of the Rochdale 
case is one of the young men; the 15 year old was given 
a girl for his birthday present, which demonstrates the 
extreme lengths to which these people will go to use 
vulnerable young women.

So, what have we done differently?  We know that there 
are many more cases of this nature.  You have now seen 
Operation Bullfinch at the Old Bailey, which involved 
Oxford. There are cases that I have here in the North 
West and there are cases in Yorkshire and there are 
cases in the Midlands.  Operation Chalice was one that 
took place in Telford.  It is difficult to get away from the 
narrative there are substantial numbers of Asian men 
and Muslim men who are engaged in this activity.  I go 
back to what I said; there is still a small proportion of the 
vast majority of sexual offending that takes place against 
children by British, White males.

So, we have an issue, we have a problem and that 
problem needs to be dealt with.  Now, let us say this 
again: criminality begins and ends with the criminal.  
The whole law-abiding community is not responsible 
for the behaviour of the criminals in their midst.  So, we 
are not all responsible for the criminals.  I had this after 
the Rochdale Case because the far-right particularly did 
not like the narrative; their narrative is that all Asians, 
all Muslims are the same.  They did not like the fact 
that actually it was an Asian Muslim that brought this 
prosecution in the first place.  So, they turned their 
attention to me and we have received a substantial 
amount of online abuse to the point where they were 
asking, for example, we had a thousand letters arriving 

“One of the girls in the Rochdale 
Case, throughout the trial she kept 
calling one of the defendants her 
‘boyfriend.’  She never realised that 
she was being abused.”

Nazir Afzal OBE

males; vast majority, something like 90%.  But, when it 
comes to what we now commonly call group-grooming or 
networks of groomers, regrettably Asian men and Muslim 
men are disproportionately engaged in that criminal 
activity.  Now, that is an issue for us.  It is not, as I said, 
anything to do with their religion.  There is an issue about 
where they work.  When you are talking about, as we 
are, vulnerable children and vulnerable young women, 
invariably they will migrate in the evenings to the night 
time economy and who do you normally find in the 
night time economy in urban areas where you tend to 
find Asian and Muslim men.  And amongst them a small 
minority will be predators, waiting for their prey and then 
taking advantage of the terrible circumstances in which 
that young girl is.

The vulnerability of these young girls cannot be 
overestimated.  They are already traumatised and, in 
many respects, the perpetrator deliberately selects them 
because they are so vulnerable, because nobody else 
seems to care and, therefore, they are able to buy their 
affection.  If you have got no family or no family that 
really cares about you, if you have a situation where 
you are all alone in the evening, then the likelihood is 
that somebody will be able to pay you, somebody will 
be able to give you food, give you some transport and 
that young girl, with no experience of life, will identify 
that as affection.  One of the girls in the Rochdale 
Case, throughout the trial she kept calling one of the 
defendants her ‘boyfriend.’  She never realised that she 
was being abused. 

“it is to my great regret that I am 
able to say there are many more 
cases of this nature that we are, 
either have prosecuted or will be 
prosecuting in the months and years 
to come, and that is a good sign.”

Nazir Afzal OBE
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in my office, calling for me to be sacked and deported.  
Well, I was born in Birmingham and I do not want to go 
back there.

I think there is a big issue about why they would carry 
on having a go at me.  I was the messenger.  They did 
not like the fact that I was deflected from their attitude, 
namely that, ‘All Asians and Muslims are the same.’  We 
are not.  We are all very different.  Muslims in London, for 
example, come from 52 different countries and I think 
that anybody that tries to paint them all with the same 
brush really has a hard task. 

However,there is responsibility on us. We need to 
recognise those within our communities that are 
potentially criminals or who might be groomed to 
become criminals themselves and we can identify the 
signs and, perhaps, work with the authorities or work with 
ourselves to ensure that these people are prevented from 
going down that route.

Those who are already involved in this activity; it really 
does beggar belief, does it not, that there was a 59 year 
old man driving around a 14 year old girl in his cab all 
day, every day.  You might want to ask yourself a question 
as to what is happening.  Somebody somewhere knew, 
somebody felt they did not want to tell, they did not want 
to talk: ‘It is none of my business.’  Let me make this very 
clear: it is all of our business and all of us in this country, 
it is our business to protect young people regardless of 
where they are and regardless of who our friends are.  At 
the end of the day that must be our first duty, to protect 
our children.

We cannot turn a blind eye.  We can never allow silence 
to stand and protect these people.  These men claim to 
be religious.  They were not.  They were surrounded by 
alcohol, by drugs and by rape.  We have got to make sure 
that we do not allow people to tar our religion and our 
faith in the way that these people had to do and did.

We also know that there are Muslim victims and there 
are Asian victims and, later on this year, there will be a 
report that demonstrates how that happens and why that 

“We cannot turn a blind eye.   
We can never allow silence to stand 
and protect these people.  These 
men claim to be religious.  They 
were not.  They were surrounded by 
alcohol, by drugs and by rape.  We 
have got to make sure that we do 
not allow people to tar our religion 
and our faith in the way that these 
people had to do and did.”

Nazir Afzal OBE

happens and many of them will never report because 
they are frightened of honour issues and shame issues, so 
that is another issue that we need to address.  We need 
to address the issue of sexual abuse in families because 
that happens and it is probably the most prevalent form. 

My message to you is very simple.  This is something that 
will not go away until we start tackling it ourselves.  We, 
at the CPS have just issued our guidelines on prosecuting 
child sexual abuse.  We have done this together with the 
police, which means we are in a better place of how we 
will deal with this.  Authorities, health professionals are 
all doing the same.  We would ask you to work with us on 
this and where ever you need some assistance and help 
from us, rest assured, we will be there to help you to.  The 
trauma of victims is something that keeps me awake at 
night.  It is really important that we work together and 
you can be absolutely assured that we, as prosecutors, 
will do what we can to keep people safe and to keep our 
communities safe.”  
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Alyas Karmani is Co-Director of STREET UK (Strategy 
to Reach, Educate and Empower Teenagers), a 
specialist violence prevention intervention provider 
working with young people from mainly Black and 
Minority Ethnic backgrounds who are at risk of 
criminality, gang involvement, sexual violence, social 
exclusion and violent extremism.  Recognised as an 
exemplar of best practice in the UK working in both 
South London and West Yorkshire.

“When I gave this presentation to the organisers to upload, 
a comment was made when I came this morning that 
it is a scary presentation and it has got some shocking 
material in it. What was interesting was that I did a similar 
presentation at another event and there they actually said 
to me, ‘Can we remove some of the slides that you are 
going to present?’  But, what was most shocking, was when 
I held an event at a local safeguarding board to police 
officers and social workers. One of them commented, 

Alyas Karmani

Alyas Karmani

‘Alyas, you did not warn us about how sensitive the 
material was going to be.’  I find it shocking for two 
reasons because I never have actually sanitised the issue 
of child rape.  You know, a 12 year old being multiply raped 
by adult males; I do not know how to sanitise that in a way 
which is palatable for everyone. 

I also find it shocking that practitioners, are shocked by 
these particular issues and that it is something that they 
are not aware of.  What was probably worse is that the 
material that I am going to show you will not even touch 
the sides of many of the young people that I work with - 
and really, it does not shock them in any way, whatsoever. 

This is one of the reasons that I do what I do, and I am 
really fortunate that I am in a job that I love doing because 
I work with young people.  I always say that when I am 
working with young people, I am working with the future.  
I am unlocking potential and I am looking in areas where 
there are other people: traffickers, groomers, gang leaders, 
who use that potential and channel boys and girls.  

We have got a profound problem in relation to this issue 
and a massive disconnect. It is a disconnect on so many 
levels, but fundamentally it is between young people and 
many, many aspects of society.  We do not listen to them, 
we do not take them seriously and we do not understand 
their liberality. A liberality that changes by the hour and 
the days, not by minutes, not by months and weeks like our 
reality, like older people, policy makers or service providers; 
it changes by the minute.  Social media is a medium that 
they embrace because it gives that dynamic fluidity and it 
reflects their realities and we are so disconnected to their 
realities; their difficult lives.

We are not humanising them. Part of the ethos of STREET 
is to humanise people whose lives have been totally 
dehumanised: an individual who works with 15 key workers 
rather than with an individual who just wants some 
basic compassion and someone to listen to them and 
to just channel them in the right way.  There is so much 
disconnect. There is disconnect between a young man and 
his dad.  I find it a lot amongst the Pakistani community.  
Nine out of ten Pakistani men that I work with will always 
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say to me when I ask them, ‘What is the relationship with 
your Dad like?’  They will say, ‘What relationship with my 
Dad?’ I say you can express your feelings.  You talk about 
puberty.  You can talk about sex and relationships. They 
say, ‘Are you crazy?!  You are Pakistani.  We do not talk to 
our dads about critical chapters in our lives that we cannot 
normally ask people.’

So, who do you talk to?  The street is your educator.  
Girls and porn is your educator. Powerful males are your 
educator who are socialising, shaping and enlivening 
your moral compass.  That is why an individual looks for a 
surrogate father in a gang leader; a surrogate family in a 
gang which unconditionally accepts them.  Likewise with 
girls profound self-esteem issues and body image issues 
that disconnect in terms of just listening to them.

So that is really why I want to do what I want to do, 
because it is very much a waste of social potential and 
potential for our future.  We have got to channel this and 
we have got to realise that.

I commend MCB for this event because what it does 
is have all of these people from different perspectives, 
expressing our views and it is a difficult issue to get right.  A 
lot of the time the mainstream say that we are in denial.  
The Muslim community then say that they are taking 
responsibility about something that is not our fault.  I find 
the liberals say I am conservative and the conservatives 
say I am too liberal.  The anti-racists say I pander to racism 

and the white racists say I am too politically correct.  It is 
a difficult issue to get right, so what I generally find as a 
rule is that if I irritate everyone equally if I annoy actually 
everyone about this, I am generally in the right direction. 

I think that is why we are here today, to take a little bit 
of discomfort, and if the material today is uncomfortable 
good. It means we are going out of our comfort zone and 
experiencing a different reality. Now, before we show the 
slides what we always say is that this is not a Pakistani issue 
or Muslim issue. This is a profound issue about masculinity.  
Are we experiencing a global increase in sexual violence 
towards women and girls?  Are we seeing this?  I think 
many of us who are practising in this field will say ‘yes.’  
Sexual violence is on the increase on a global level in many 
ways, across the globe East and West, North and South.

If it is on the increase many of us would say ‘what is the 
real driver behind it?  Why are we slating just the Pakistani 
males when it comes to particular cases?  Why are we not 
looking at the more profound issue around masculinity and 
about power and about puberty and entitlement?  Why 
is it that a young man should say how he feels?  What 
is constructive is this mind set is that they feel that just 
because they bought someone some gifts and they are 
in the environment that equates materialism to having 
multiple female partners, just because they bought her 
that then a girl has to provide sex for me.  Now, where does 
that mindset actually come from?

The Ministry of Justice statistics gives you an idea.  I 
am not going to go through all of them, but I think it 
is something like an estimated 85,000 rapes per year, 
400,000 sexual assaults, 1 in 4 women, 1 in 5 women 
globally  experience sexual violence.  This is the society 
we live in and anecdotally what we can say is that it is 
increasing. 

India is waking up to the fact that there is a rape culture 
because there had been a massive wall of silence, just as 
there is a massive wall of silence in terms of intra-familial, 
intra-community sexual abuse.  The more closed that 
community is, the more socially conservative it is, the more 
sex and relationships are a taboo, the higher the wall of 

“I say you can express your feelings.  
You talk about puberty.  You can 
talk about sex and relationships. 
They say, ‘Are you crazy?!  You are 
Pakistani.  We do not talk to our 
dads about critical chapters in our 
lives that we cannot normally ask 
people.”

Alyas Karmani
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silence is in relationship to intra-familial.  Therefore, abusers 
operate with impunity and generally are the ones who 
abuse others.  India is waking up to that in light of the 
tragic murder of the 23 year old nursing student in Delhi. 

300 women in Yemeni prisons were pregnant last 
year.  That is rape in prison.  When I saw that, I asked 
the question, ‘What were 300 women doing in Yemeni 
prisons?’  Mainly for crimes that are completely trivial 
really. 

An estimated number of 15,000 reports of rape every year 
in the US military.  So I do not feel there should be any 
finger pointing when it comes to this real issue. 

There is a crisis of masculinity and I think it is reflected to 
us in the things that we see.  One, the society disconnect 
that I have already spoken about is that men do not know 
how to be men.  For them their primary role models are 
these powerful males on the street. Who are the male role 
models we are celebrating in the society today?  I actually 
challenge anyone to actually come and speak out.  Positive 
relationships between men and women are when they 
are working together, safeguarding each other, protecting 
each other.  Where is that language?  Instead we have 
this male, female dichotomy that is extenuating more and 
more.

This is where it comes to what I call a ‘profound failure in 
the education system.’  Within the Muslim community, we 
do not talk about sex.  We do not talk about relationship 
issues and we are not having an open discussion in terms 
of addressing some of these causes.  Sex and relationship 
education miserably fails all of our young people today.  It 
teaches them about the mechanics of sex, but it does not 
teach them anything about quality loving, supportive and 
caring relationships.

So, now I come to anything else that can define the crisis 
of masculinity - what will grab the Grand Theft Auto 
paradigm?  Grand Theft Auto, by the way, is probably the 
most popular video game in the whole world. It is on its 
fifth version now.  I have got kids as young as nine going 
Grand Theft Auto about going into my environment, 
jacking, stealing, robbing, pimping, abusing, and as all 
of this goes on, it is glorifying it with a great rap track 
produced by the top rappers who are featured on it.  It is 
clearly pathological masculinity which sees violence as a 
norm against women.

Whilst we can stop this material for people, we have gone 
back decades in terms of basic human rights in British 
society.  Basic human rights in terms of how men respect 
women. What I would say to my young people is this: 
where is the alternative to the Grand Theft Auto paradigm 
in the urban environment?  Where a man or young person 
goes into their environment instead and creates peace 
instead of conflict?  Creates inclusion instead of exclusion?  
Safeguards and protects the vulnerable rather than abuses 
them and then kicks them out?  Where is that?  Where can 
we celebrate that role model today?  And where is the role 
model of the hard working individual, on a minimum wage, 
parent or father, a dad, a community...where is he?  Where 
do we celebrate that individual?  Nowhere.

This is why when it comes back on some of the macro 
issues that we are talking about, I want you to listen to this 
[Plays song Blurred Lines, by Robin Thicke].  This is the idea 
of the fluid reality that we are talking about.  It is currently 
number one in 40 countries.  It is called Blurred Lines, which 
is interesting in itself.  Anyone who listens to the words will 
realise how big the issue is around consent and boundaries.

“what we always say is that this 
is not a Pakistani issue or Muslim 
issue. This is a profound issue about 
masculinity.  Are we experiencing 
a global increase in sexual violence 
towards women and girls?  Are we 
seeing this?  I think many of us who 
are practising in this field will say 
‘yes’.”

Alyas Karmani
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There are two things about Robin Thicke.  I am not being 
overtly moralistic here, this is about reality and what 
is constructing people’s moral views.  Robin Thicke is 
boasting about being number one in 40 countries.  The 
uncut version video i.e. a soft-porn version which crashed 
YouTube.  What does it show?  If you look at the line, ‘you 
know you want it, you know you want it’, it shows topless 
women, the soft core porn version, running around with 
men who have complete entitlement to use them and 
abuse them as they will.  Then he starts to print t-shirts like 
this, although there is much worse out there: ‘keep calm 
and rape her,’ ‘keep calm and choke her,’ ‘keep calm and...’ 
and the list goes on. 

What is the message that we are actually sending out?  
Violence is predicated as a norm. Violence is celebrated 
in urban, young, pathological male culture and there you 
have again the sound tracks that you will hear on Grand 
Theft Auto about choking.  

What is interesting about another one of the individuals 
here is Dr Dre.  Dr Dre is a multi-billion pound industry.  
Part of what Robin Thicke is promoting is beats; beats 
headphones and beats speakers, which have been seen 
as the urban item of choice.  It is what young people 
want more than anything else.  But what is behind it is a 
profoundly misogynistic industry that we have somehow 
trivialised. 

When we are talking about a global epidemic of sexual 
violence, why are we only talking about Pakistani men?  

Why are we fixated on one model, to the exclusion of 
other models? Why can we not use this whole debate in 
reconciling these issues and face facts?  In the absence of 
hard based evidence, let us use our common sense and in 
particular, common sense about safeguarding the most 
vulnerable people in our society; our children.

I was at one safeguarding board showing how we created 
a stereotype and a fixation on the Pakistani and White girl 
model.  We are forgetting about the other girls who are 
invisible. Somali girls are not visible.  Bengali girls are not 
visible.  Pakistani girls.  The other girls who are not even 
visible in the whole process.  We commuted this fixation 
without realising how dangerous this stereotype is.  A social 
worker, a child protection practitioner stated, ‘We have got 
no grooming in our area.’  To which I ask ‘Why?’  ‘Because 
we have not got no Pakistanis there.  There are no Pakistani 
gangs there.’  It just goes to show what happens. 

Now this is an interesting image. It is an image from 
the Nazi era, here in Errington.  In reality, when we read 
this sort of material, there is profound racism which runs 
through the whole thing where immediately you look 
at race and do not look at criminality.  It is an image 
that the Nazis used based on the film called The Eternal 
Truth, Goebbels propaganda film.  One of the first racial 
caricatures of these hideous images is of the other and 
part of what the other does is sexually defiles your race.  
There was a fixation on Jewish men and white, arrogant 
women.

We can prevent CSE (Child Sexual Exploitation).  We can do 
it.  That video there is a no go area where we find CSE takes 
place.  It takes place 24/7.  The individuals who operate 
CSE are highly sophisticated in vulnerability and exploiting 
vulnerability.  They are the absolute experts in it.  That is 
why my team of workers aim to build up a team by people 
like you.  My workers are ex-gang, ex-street individuals.  
People who come from that world, who know how and 
where that web space is.  Most of us are unfortunately 
too much in the orange and the green.  We have not even 
impacted on their lives. The statutory agencies cannot do 
the prevention work because they cannot get into a car at 
12 at night, they cannot go into an estate at three in the 

“Sex and relationship education 
miserably fails all of our young 
people today.  It teaches them about 
the mechanics of sex, but it does 
not teach them anything about 
quality loving, supportive and caring 
relationships.”

Alyas Karmani
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morning and they cannot go into a shisha bar at 12 at 
night.  They cannot do it.  If the police go, they [the gangs] 
will just disperse to another place.  Social media is so 
fluently and rapidly changing, but we have got to be in that 
space.  How do we operate in that space?  Unfortunately 
the challenge that we have is this is the model that we 
know about and we have known that for decades. 

I live in Bradford and I grew up in South London in Tooting.  
I have got to say every area that I have ever worked in the 
UK, where there is a large inner city area, I have seen an 
overlap in service.  Our communities come into contact 
with these individuals and so we cannot really deny there is 
a problem. 

In terms of the model and the way forward, I want to talk 
a bit about how we do the robust bottom up engagement.  
I do not want to talk about all of it, but I just want to talk 
about some elements of it.  We need credible individuals 
who are there at that interface, at the front line.  The 
public [sector] have decimated the youth sector of the UK, 
have decimated the street-based and front-line projects.  
We are not able to go out to them in that space at the 
moment.  One of the critical things is family support.  We 
found that working with mothers opens the floodgates 
of people, of families who are at crisis, who are crying 
out for help.  When you connect with those networks, 
mums are so in tune with what is going on with their kids, 
they call us out and say, ‘my son is in the garage,’ ‘my 
daughter is disappearing and I need help.’  But there is 
only so much we can do with those credible individuals 
who feel comfortable in that particular space.  That is not 
everyone’s cup of tea.

“What is the message that we are 
actually sending out?  Violence 
is predicated as a norm. Violence 
is celebrated in urban, young, 
pathological male culture and there 
you have again the sound tracks 
that you will hear on Grand Theft 
Auto about choking.”

Alyas Karmani

 I am certain we can win this and we have got to engage 
with gangs and their particular sorts.  Our biggest fault is 
this: we can stop CSE in every community in the country 
but it is really about putting that investment, I hope, in 
those projects and initiatives which are being cut.  Thank 
you very much.” 
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Deputy Assistant Commissioner (DAC) Martin Hewitt 
began his policing career with Kent Police in 1993 
and transferred to the Metropolitan Police Services 
(MPS) in 2005.  In early 2012 he was promoted to 
DAC Crime Operations responsible for Gangs and 
Organised Crime, Armed Policing, Homicide, Sexual 
Offences, Exploitation and Child Abuse. He also 
became the ACPO lead for Adult Sexual Offences.

“I do not think that there is any need for me to even 
address the issue of whether child sexual exploitation is a 
racially or an ethnically defined crime.  Child exploitation 
is condemned by people of all cultures, communities and 
faiths and is never acceptable under any circumstance.  
We all agree with that, but the sad fact is, it is still 
happening and it is still happening to a great extent and 
it is happening to a great extent in all of our communities 
and the victims come from all of our communities and 
the offenders come from all of our communities, and so 
we need to do more individually and collectively.

Deputy Assistant Commissioner 
Martin Hewitt

Deputy Assistant Commissioner Martin Hewitt

People talk about: ‘Is it about Pakistani males? Is it about 
other individuals? Is it about different groups?’ There is 
one absolute theme in all sexual exploitation and child 
sexual exploitation and that theme is, where somebody 
with power meets somebody who is vulnerable, and that 
runs entirely through every time of sexual offending that 
we deal with, whether it is adult sexual offending or child 
sexual offending.  If we take the start point that children 
are by definition, vulnerable because of their immaturity 
and their age, then we are talking about children in these 
cases that have all sorts of other factors piled on top of 
that and I think the challenge that we all face in moving 
forward, whether that is as individuals, as members of 
communities, as professionals, as people who work in 
charity organisations, in whatever guise you have, our 
responsibility is to identify those that are vulnerable, to 
look out for those points where those that are vulnerable 
are at risk and then to act.

We have had a wake-up call.  You have got the cases 
in Rochdale and others and there are cases before 
Rochdale.  Everyone started with Rochdale, but there 
was a case in Derbyshire some time before that called 
Operation Retriever, it was the police name, and that, 
kind of, somehow, went under the radar and then 
Rochdale became very big. What we got, or what I had 

“We have had a wake-up call.  You 
have got the cases in Rochdale and 
others and there are cases before 
Rochdale.  Everyone started with 
Rochdale, but there was a case in 
Derbyshire some time before that 
called Operation Retriever, it was 
the police name, and that, kind of, 
somehow, went under the radar and 
then Rochdale became very big.”

Deputy Assistant Commissioner 

Martin Hewitt
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responsibility for, starting last year, was all the cases 
that have come out of the Jimmy Saville investigation 
and all those other investigations, which are all sexual 
exploitation and, in many cases, child sexual exploitation, 
which in the vast, vast majority of cases had nobody of 
the Muslim faith or from Pakistan be involved whatsoever.  
So, that alone, I think, debunks any myth about where 
offenders come from.  But, possibly, the most depressing 
fact about all of those cases for me, was that everywhere 
that we had gone and investigated; in institutions, in 
areas, in organisations, what you repeatedly get played 
back to you is: ‘Well, we did think there was something 
going on,’ or ‘We always had suspicions about X or Y.’  
That is really depressing because that ran through in 
every single one of those cases: this offending behaviour 
could, potentially, have been stopped, offenders could, 
potentially, have been dealt with and we would have had 
less victims.

So, this is very much about acting.  One of the 
characteristics from my position, as you can imagine, I am 
someone who spends a lot of time being criticised from a 
media perspective or certainly my organisation does. 

One common factor, I think, in media reporting is, 
and understandably is, the desire and need to simplify 
things.  It is much easier to tell a simple story that 
all your readers or your listeners will understand.  
Well, sexual offending, whether it is adult or child, is 
not simple. It is probably the most complex type of 
criminality that I have had or had any dealings with.  It 
is unique in the impact that it has had on the victim, in 
a psychological sense, in a physical sense sometimes. 
It is unique in the motivations and the behaviours and 
the variety of the ways that offenders behave, and it is 
unique and difficult for all of us to deal with. 

We just heard about a problem in society and the 
challenges to society and that is one of my big things 
that I always talk about when I talk about sexual 
offending.  We have ambiguity in our society about 
sexual offending; victims of sexual offences are not 
quite the same as other victims.  If we go out there now 
and someone hits us over the head, we are the victim 

and everyone accepts us as being a victim.  In sexual 
offending, you get that kind of rallied around: ‘they 
were asking for it,’ ‘they were behaving a certain way,’ 
‘they were working in the sex industry and somehow 
they are not quite so much a victim.’  That is not true.  A 
victim is a victim, there are no greater victim and I would 
argue in sexual offending, it is actually a greater level of 
victimisation. 

There is research out there that is looking at both victim 
groups and offender groups and I can assure you that 
when that research is published, what it will show you 
is an incredibly complex picture and both the victims 
and offenders come from all communities, all ages, all 
backgrounds, all religions.  This is not a binary thing.  The 
common factor for the victims is a vulnerability of some 
sort, whatever that vulnerability happens to be: because 
you are involved and around violent, domestic violent 
relationships; because you are looked after and you are 
in that fact cared for in some way that is not working 
properly; because you have an addiction of some sort; 
because you are in a community where, for reasons of 
not wanting to bring shame on the community or your 
family, you cannot speak out.

“sexual offending, whether it is 
adult or child, is not simple. It is 
probably the most complex type of 
criminality that I have had or had 
any dealings with.  It is unique in the 
impact that it has had on the victim, 
It is unique in the motivations and 
the behaviours and the variety of 
the ways that offenders behave, and 
it is unique and difficult for all of us 
to deal with.”

Deputy Assistant Commissioner 

Martin Hewitt
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What we have got to understand, about any statistics 
you see about sexual offending, and those statistics 
that come from the police, they are probably only telling 
you about a quarter of offences, because, I think, it is 
probably only about a quarter of people who report 
sexual offences to us and that is something that we are 
trying really hard to deal with.

With regards to what is happening in policing and in the 
Crown Prosecution Service, Operation Bullfinch, which 
is the trial that has just been heard in Oxford at the Old 
Bailey. One of the real things that came out of that in 
terms of safeguarding children is joining the dots in 
information and knowledge and understanding.  

There are two things that I would like to talk about.  The 
first one, the Association of Chief Police Officers, at a 
national level, the lead for child sexual offenders is Peter 
Davies, who is in charge of the Child Exploitation Online 
Protection Agency, CEOP, and we now have a national 
plan, an action plan, to deal with child sexual exploitation. 
The kinds of things that that is looking at is, raising 
public awareness and getting a national narrative about 
child sexual exploitation.  A national narrative does not 
confine to one group of people, one group of offenders 
or one type of victim.  It is about engaging better with 
communities and events like today hearten me that 
communities and groups in communities are standing up 
and saying, ‘We want to be part of looking at this and we 
want to be doing what we can to help.’

It is about risk assessing around the country the same 
way.  It is about providing the right care and provision for 
victims and their families.  So, any victims lead to survivors 
and not people who stay as victims for the rest of their 
life.  Obviously, there is stuff around their investigations, 
about choosing different tactics and particularly about us 
collaborating with those other agencies.  It might be the 
doctor, or the nurse, or the social worker, or the teacher 
who is the person who has the opportunity to spot when 
a child is being exploited and we need those people to be 
telling us.

At another level, we are piloting at the moment with our 
partners in two boroughs Lewisham and Camden. We 
are piloting, Child Sexual Exploitation Operating Protocol 
and I know that sounds horribly managerial and policy, 
but what it is about is real practical work between us and 
other agencies and communities and support groups in 
those areas to identify and to safeguard and to intervene 
at the earliest possible opportunity.  And that is around 
victim focus.  It is around the operation that I spoke 
about.  It is about intervening in a timely way.  We, too 
often, talk about investigations in this arena.  I want 
us to be preventing.  Obviously, we will investigate and 
obviously we will seek the offenders, but I do not want 
this happening in the first place because it alters people’s 
lives forever and it alters the lives of their families and 
their community. 

It’s about the actual young offenders and it is about 
raising awareness. What we have done in London is, 
in the very recent past, we have created our sexual 
offence command and our rape command and our 
child abuse command together and the big difference 
that we are making is about how we are proactively 
going after offenders in this area because too often in 
sexual offending I think what the police have done is, 
when someone is reporting a crime and then we have 
investigated it, then it is too late at that stage and we get 
information and we get knowledge about people who 
might be offending and we should be going after those 
people in the same way that we would go after someone 
who we thought that they were dealing in drugs or they 
were selling guns or they were dealing in some other sort 
of crime, because this is a crime pure and simple.

The emphasis around productivity, and working really 
closely with the Crown Prosecution Service and the work 
that the Director of Public Prosecutions, Keir Starmer, has 
done; really, really good work.  We got together, myself, 
as the lead around sexual offences, and Peter Baines of 
Child Sexual Offences, with Keir after the Saville thing got 
broken and looking at how we do this better because, too 
often, for victims of sexual crime, going to court, is to be 
re-victimised by the process that we put people through 
at courts and we need to change that. 
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And so, the interim guidelines on prosecuting child sexual 
abuse was launched by the DPP on the 11th June 2013, 
talking about specialised prosecutors.  It is about talking 
about cases being considered on the merit of the case, 
not on how good the victim is.  Again, sexual offending  
is unique because, unlike almost any other crime,  
almost the whole responsibility of getting it through 
the courts rest on the shoulders of the victim, which is 
unbelievable and inexcusable and it is never going to 
lead to good outcomes.

We are looking at taking a case on its merits. You might 
have an unreliable witness in the fact that they lie or they 
have got criminal records or that they are unreliable, but 
if all the facts are pointing to this being abuse, then why 
are we not prosecuting that and why are we not taking 
that forward into the court?  That is what Keir is pushing, 
challenging myths; myths about victims, myths about 
offenders.  Challenging when to decide to prosecute, 
challenging all the court process itself, and, perhaps the 
most important for me as a police officer, is I know a 
programme to start using the opportunity to do a cross 
examination on video and not in the court room, because 
it is absolutely impossible to expect a 15 year old girl, who 
has the lowest self-esteem that she has spoken about, to 
stand up in court of law, in that intimidating environment, 
and be cross examined by four or five barristers.  That is 
the situation that I would find intimidating and I have 
got quite a lot of experience of giving evidence and have 
a much greater level of confidence. 

“too often, for victims of sexual 
crime, going to court, is to be re-
victimised by the process that we 
put people through at courts and 
we need to change that. ”

Deputy Assistant Commissioner 

Martin Hewitt

We cannot let that situation carry on because when 
people read and watch that happening, why would you 
come forward as a victim and subject yourself to that?  
Sexual offending is a lot around control and too many 
victims feel that they come to police or if they go into 
the system, they will, for the second time, lose control of 
themselves because we are pushing them through the 
system. 

There is a lot of prep work.  We need to engage better 
with all the meetings in understanding how to spot 
vulnerability, how to help with safeguarding, how to 
mobilise communities to help us do that.

I will finish where I started.  This is about vulnerability.  
All sexual offending is about vulnerability of the victim.  
That is why the offender selects that victim and targets 
that victim and it is about all of us having a responsibility 
to identify whether vulnerability exists, and take some 
action.  Whatever that action is and however we do that 
action, we have all got to take action because we all 
understand now that this is going on and yet we are not 
stopping it at the moment and that is the responsibility 
of all of us.”  
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Questions, Comments & Answers
3rd SESSION

Question: “...someone was earlier talking about how 
sometimes it seems like it is difficult to engage with the 
family in terms of family service provision and this has 
been identified in the past as well.  I am wondering what 
steps are there taken to...I think, somebody mentioned 
there are parenting programmes that I think are great, but 
in terms from your point, what can be the example to take 
someone seriously to use service provision to take those 
kinds of things into account. Because at the moment, 
there are loads of service provision, there are lot of Muslim 
families, but other ethnic minority families are also 
engaging in some of these service provision and I heard 
that there were a lot of stuff that leads to flirtation and 
various other things like discriminating against young girls.”

Question: “Bearing in mind what we have been hearing 
today, that there is no particular group that can be 
pinpointed in terms of being accounted in terms of sexual 
exploitation.  Is there existing legislation that can be 
used to stop newspapers from picking on the Pakistani 
community, the Muslim community and demonising them 
and then, obviously, increasing hatred towards them?”

Rt. Hon. Keith Vaz MP: “on the first question. I did not 
hear where you are from. Are you London based?”

Female Questioner: “Tower Hamlets.”

Keith Vaz: “Tower Hamlets.  Well, that is your neck of 
the woods, Councillor.  Councillor Khan is here.  So, when 
we finish, you should go up to him and say that it is very 
important that services being provided by Tower Hamlets 
Council should be taken up and that, from the point of 
view from the community, they should be encouraged 
to use those services, because if they do not use those 
services, which they obviously pay for through their taxes 
and council taxes, then they are wasted.  So, he is the best 
one to help you after the meeting is over.”

Female Questioner: “And the government?”

Keith Vaz: “Well, we can, but I think one of the problems 
is that Parliament cannot do everything.  We can have the 
greatest and the best will in the world, but at the end of 
the day, as we found in this enquiry, who implements the 

policy?  This is done at a local level by local councils and 
by local officials and they are the people who should be 
made to engage it.  But, we can take this up afterwards.

Certainly, the issue is this; there are models of grooming.  
One of the models we saw were men of Pakistani heritage 
grooming young White girls in places like Rochdale and 
Rotherham and we cannot ignore that.  There is another 
model of men going on the internet pretending to be 16 
year old boys, and I have seen this for myself at CEOP, 
trying to lure young girls.

I have been in politics for the last 26 years. I started with 
a lot of hair on my head and I have none left.  You cannot 
really stop newspapers.  We live in a country that has  
free press and they say what they want.  It does not 
mean that they are right, as you know many cases, as 
you have pointed out, they are wrong.  You cannot stop 
far-right groups.”

“And we heard that in this conference 
that that is a common problem.  The 
perpetrators can come from any 
community and victims come from 
any community.  That is the first thing 
that we have heard and we have put 
that on record.”
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Question: “Can you just give your feedback on the 
conference?  Why have you organised it and how has  
it gone?”

Answer from MCB Spokesperson: “I think it is a very 
timely and important conference.  We need to recognise 
there have been a few cases that Muslim men, not 
Pakistanis in particular, have come up and there have 
been media narrative that this is a Pakistani issue.  The 
idea of this conference is to bring the facts out and 
in the reality rather than the fantasy with the English 
Defence League and the far-right.  And we heard that 
in this conference that that is a common problem.  The 
perpetrators can come from any community and victims 
come from any community.  That is the first thing that we 
have heard and we have put that on record.

Secondly, nevertheless, it has affected our community as 
well, so whatever, our affiliates, our imams, our Mosques 
can do to counter this, they must and we have heard 
about how you can start to be vigilant, reporting to the 
police with signs of any crime, making sure that our 
community does help the victims.  Help the victims to be 
survivors from the ordeal that they go through as a result 
of this crime.”

Question: “Okay.  So how has the conference, overall, in 
your explanation, how has it gone?”

MCB spokesperson: “I think it went very well.  
Particularly, given the fact that we have the police, we 
have social workers and experts, we have major agencies, 
relevant agencies to do with child protection.  It is about 
protecting our children and I think, we, hopefully will 
get some ideas, some awareness in which we can work 
to protect our children and make our communities and 
our societies a safer place for our children.  That really is 
ultimately the key objective of this conference.”

Question: “What is the next step?  Is this going to be just 
a talking event or is there going to be something extra 
coming out of it?”

MCB spokesperson: “Of course we are starting the 
discussion.  It is really the beginning.  I think a lot more 
will come through, will come out and we will just have 
to do what we can in terms of discussing with the 
authorities, with the relevant agencies in child protection 
and try to engage more of our community to counter.   
So, it is the beginning, but hopefully, the plan will shape 
and we can become active.”

Question: “Okay.  So, what is going to come out of  
this conference?”

MCB Spokesperson: “Well, I am really hoping that out of 
this conference, the recommendations, the ideas that can 
be developed more and form the basis of some further 
research and the Muslim Council of Britain would like to 
see a report being published and then the limitations of 
the recommendations, by working with others, agencies, 
departments, organisations that are important and show 
that we protect our children.”

Comment: “We have statutory agencies, we have got 
the legislation there, and it is not being used properly in 
certain parts of the country, certainly not in London.  We 
have got a real problem with how we are implementing 
legislation here which, to be honest, the case in the North 
of England, which is one that has seen all these cases 
coming to court and we do need help here.”

Comment: “We should encourage family members and 
also they must be interlinking with the social services so 
that children are thought with a greater image.”

“nevertheless, it has affected our 
community as well, so whatever, our 
affiliates, our imams, our Mosques 
can do to counter this, they must 
and we have heard about how you 
can start to be vigilant, reporting to 
the police with signs of any crime, 
making sure that our community 
does help the victims.  Help the 
victims to be survivors from the 
ordeal that they go through as a 
result of this crime.”
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Comment: “My concerns are that there is underreporting 
going on in many communities, especially in Muslim 
communities because as soon as something happens, the 
media gets them to think that it is a Muslim concern.  It is 
a whole community that is damaged, so people are afraid 
of reporting. I worked with Alyas in Brixton and I know he 
is the only one who really sees the issue of working with 
mothers.  I think we need to do more work with mothers 
because they know the changes in their children as early 
as they can, and if you especially work with them, they 
will highlight a lot of issues which will be beneficial to stop 
this happening later on.”

Question: “What I would like to know; is there any 
statistics showing that young boys are also being 
groomed by the men?”

Question: “My question is about our legal system.  
Martin said that we have ambiguity about sexual crimes 
because even when they don’t ask for it.  So, if we have 
statistics that 6 to 7 of reported rapes do not result in a 
conviction, does that mean our legal system potentially 
halts this type of abuse.  So, Martin, would you say that 
those that commit misogyny or a have mindset amongst 
our legal system, that is an instant challenge for women 
and young children?”

Ajmal Masroor, (Chair): “The three questions that I 
have noted are: online pornography and recognition of 
marriage, has it resulted in young boys being groomed 
and is there a misogyny within the community that is 
eating into this. I am going to start with asking Alyas to 
respond to some of those things.”

Alyas Karmani: “The question around 16 year old 
and 18 year olds is quite significant because we have 
certainly come across a massive, kind of, barrier, where 
16-18 year old girls are making their own choices.  This is 
where I think this threat that runs through all this....and 
I have had cases where families have been absolutely at 
crisis point, have been literally pleading and begging to 
the police and social services that, ‘look, my daughter’s 
been pimped out, she is drug dependent, pimped out by 
a gang, she is not making her own independent choice. 

She goes from town to town and is trafficked.’  And 
agencies haven’t listened to those particular families 
and they haven’t given weight to the family in terms of 
what the family has been expressing and sometimes 
it is a case where families are perceived as socially 
conservative, they are thought of as a problem because 
of its traditional values.

So, I think we need to listen to all of the key people here 
and this is where I think it is quite critical, because the 
events come to first, statutory agencies, from street based 
communities, and they are there right at the front line, 
supporting and they are very, you could say, community 
focused from bottom upwards.  So, their whole focus is on 
safeguarding and protecting the individuals here. 

We have got to believe in the multi-agencies here as 
well and they have got to have weight at the table.  
They cannot be just there to rubber stamp the statutory 
agencies and what they are doing.  They have got to 
be seen as equal partners in terms of safeguarding and 
protecting and we have got to be listened to and that 
expertise has to be brought on board and we cannot just 
turn to the sidelines in relation to that.

In relation to keeping the family values.  Of course  
I think family values are critical, but more importantly, 

“and I have had cases where 
families have been absolutely at 
crisis point, have been literally 
pleading and begging to the police 
and social services that, ‘look, my 
daughter’s been pimped out, she 
is drug dependent, pimped out by 
a gang, she is not making her own 
independent choice. She goes from 
town to town and is trafficked.’  And 
agencies haven’t listened to those 
particular families.”
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what I think is value is the fact that all of us want to 
connect better with young people in society.  Teachers 
are not connecting.  Faith leaders are not connecting. 
Ideologically we are not connecting.  Socially we are 
not connecting.  All that seems to be connecting is that 
responsible connection.  But I think it is much more 
about connection and I think that the simplest way 
forward is that bring back that compassion, that real 
concern that we have for other human beings and I 
think that is much more important in terms of the core 
values that you mention.

Pornography.  Pornography is a massive issue. It 
is absolutely a massive issue. What we have is not 
pornography.  It is a hate crime.  What we have online 
is a hate crime.  If anyone that uses the language, the 
behaviour, quite rightly, in public, they will be prosecuted.  
Yet we have allowed young people and as young as 
19, through social media to actually circulate hard core 
pornography.  We do not have any discussion with them. 

Within the Muslim community we do not talk about this 
issue, it is buried under the carpet.  I have had parents 
say to me, ‘Don’t talk to him about this issue, they will 
get more interested.’  So, it is kind of a denial and they 
don’t understand and there is a corrupt price.  It is not 
something that we can really control.  Really, there wasn’t 
very much revolting, no matter what David Cameron 
and others say in terms of controlling it online.  It’s 
about good quality engagement.  In terms of same sex 
marriages of course boys are often forgotten in this whole 
discussion here today.  It’s not just girls who are being 
trafficked, abused, pimped, prostituted and raped.  It is 
boys as well, a significant proportion of boys.  Like I say 

it’s been an ongoing pattern.  It’s not something which 
has just increased because of the sexualisation of society 
or because of same sex marriage.  It’s an ongoing issue 
and again it’s the massive elephant in the room that we 
don’t talk about.  Certainly within the Muslim community 
there’s no discussion around the rape of boys.  Intra-
family, intra-community and also around the fact there 
are cultural patterns within Muslim communities which 
actually look favourably upon boy to boy relationships.  
So that’s a...maybe intra-boy relationship is getting an 
openness in terms of these issues.”

DAC Martin Hewitt: “Firstly, in answer to the very first 
question about you passing information on.  It’s exactly 
what we are trying to change because it’s exactly that 
culture we are going to be acting on.  And a lot of the 
police services are waiting for somebody to report a crime. 
In the two boroughs where we are trialling the new protocol, 
 part of that has been educating and training officers to 
understand the information we should be looking for and 
how they should act and then when we finish that trial 
in August, we will see if we can roll it out across London, 
because exactly what we have described should be the 
start of the investigation, not wait for the victim to walk in 
and report a crime.  That’s where the unit we have set up 
who are going to be proactive will be doing exactly that 
kind of work, so I hope that will improve because it’s not 
good enough at the moment as you, rightly, say.

“I think that the simplest way 
forward is that bring back that 
compassion, that real concern that 
we have for other human beings and 
I think that is much more important 
in terms of the core values.”

“Pornography is a massive issue. It 
is absolutely a massive issue. What 
we have is not pornography.  It is a 
hate crime.  What we have online 
is a hate crime.  If anyone that 
uses the language, the behaviour, 
quite rightly, in public, they will be 
prosecuted.  Yet we have allowed 
young people and as young as 19, 
through social media to actually 
circulate hard core pornography.”
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I think in terms of pornography and boys and I agree 
entirely with everything you’ve just said about the 
access of pornography.  It’s completely distorted 
people’s perception of relationships, perceptions of sex, 
perceptions of boys and girls, and I think as far as boys 
are concerned across the entire spectrum of sexually 
offending, the under-reporting rate is that much greater 
for male and boy victims because of all the other social 
stigmas that are attached to that so I think it is quite an 
issue and I wouldn’t even begin to hope to suggest to 
you how much it’s happening because we don’t know 
and that’s a real problem we have got to face. 

Lastly around the legal system.  Would I describe it 
as misogynous?  I would describe it as completely 
inadequate to deal with sexual offences for all the 
reasons I’ve described.  We have an adversarial court 
system which is different to most other jurisdictions which 
is completely inadequate to deal with those kinds of 
issues.  If you look more broadly, in Britain we are not very 
good at talking about sex, generally speaking. If you bring 
that into a courtroom and you put a 15 year old girl who 
has been in and amongst gangs, whose normal sexual 
activity is, because that’s what she thinks is right and is 
what she thinks she ought to do, she will be that far apart 
from everyone else in that room and then she is saying, 
‘I allowed that...and I did that...and I did that...but then 
at that point I didn’t want that to happen anymore...’ 
Trying to work that into the system is very, very difficult 
if not the most an impossible thing.  I think that is where 
those figures come from, I think, we get over fixated 
on the figures.  I could talk for a long time about all the 
aspects of that, we haven’t got time to do it.  But, there 
are attitudes within the entire system; it’s not just reports, 
it starts with us and it starts with members of the public, 
where people have prejudices and views and they play 
into this in a way they don’t play with when somebody 
punches someone out there and that is what we have got 
to improve.”

Comment: “I would just like to talk about the brother 
next to me who made the statement regarding the 
statistics.  I just want to clarify, I think it’s important to 

clarify the issues.  Sexual abuse in boys is different from 
gay marriage or the rights that have been given to gays 
to get married.  It is an issue that needs to be defined.

So I am currently a senior social worker in Newham for 
child protection.  It’s important not to confuse the two 
topics and not to confuse what has been said on either of 
the topics because it would be a shame to miss out on all 
the work that’s been done with STREET UK.  They have just 
been explaining about the work they have been doing and 
how they are going to be utilised and how some services 
don’t actually use them efficiently because they can 
actually get into areas other services can’t get into. 

So under-utilizing the information, the access to the 
information they have would be a shame.  So, it would be 

“as far as boys are concerned across 
the entire spectrum of sexually 
offending, the under-reporting rate 
is that much greater for male and 
boy victims because of all the other 
social stigmas that are attached to 
that so I think it is quite an issue 
and I wouldn’t even begin to hope 
to suggest to you how much it’s 
happening because we don’t know 
and that’s a real problem we have 
got to face.”

shame in a situation not to clarify the issue and get a full 
understanding.  Could you explain to me exactly how this 
question you have asked was linked to the topic about 
the sexual abuse of boys.  Is it in relation to the rights 
they have been given, so that it changes the status of 
marriage? Or is it about the sexual abuse to boys?”  

Question: “I am from Women’s Aid.  I just really want to 
bring it back down to accountability again.  Rest assured 
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I will speak to the people about their accountability, 
about social accountability, you know we address these 
issues.  My question, again, is to the Muslim Council of 
Britain.  How can you help workers on the ground engage 
with the Muslim communities?  What can you do from a 
national level that can filter down to help us to actually 
access Muslim communities.  I think it’s really important 
to get some support from a national level because at the 
moment up and down the country workers are struggling.”

Alyas Karmani: “I thought I made it clear that there 
is no link between same sex marriage and sexual 
exploitation of boys, there’s no link whatsoever 
between those two.  Coming up is the issue about male 
perpetrators.  STREET obviously works with young men 
who are victims of sexual violence and pornography.   
The way that we work is we work in three particular ways.  
One, which is street based work.  So, we go into hotspot 
areas where these activities are taking place.  We will 
engage with the gangs, we will engage with the young 
men who are at risk of falling into this particular type of 
behaviour and we try to, obviously, mentor them on the 
streets and channel them away from that particular kind 
of behaviour.

The second thing we do is one-to-one intensive mentoring 
with the more at risk individuals who are referred to us 
either through probation, prison, youth offending services, 
schools and others.  I’ll give you an example of a project 
we did in Lancashire, where there was a serious trial of a 
number of individuals who were convicted. We worked 
with 30 boys in a particular school quite intensively for 
five weeks around respect: basic respect and the issue of 
sexual violence and abuse and street grooming and all of 
those kinds of issues and drugs and criminality.  So, we did 

intensive work with them and that’s all you need at schools 
actually now, that amount of time to work with kids 
because they really are under strain and because of their 
demands, we meet and reach an understanding.  So, that’s 
one-to-one, intensive mentoring.

Thirdly, is an education and a workshop programme that 
we have.  So, we have a sex and relationship education 
programme.  We have anti-drug programme.  We have an 
anti-gang programme and they are very, very hard hitting 
and challenging programmes which engage young people 
in a safe space for discussion on those issues and young 
people are most at risk.  We’ve done them in Mosques, 
we’ve done them in community centres and we’ve done 
them on the street.  We will do them anywhere anybody 
wants us to try and to that particular programme. 

The fourth area is obviously, working with faith leaders, 
community leaders so that we increase vigilance around 
the risk factors and what we have done so far.  So we’ve 
got a complete model around how to work with potential 
perpetrators.  We know who they are, we know how they 
operate, we know who’s at risk, and we’ve got to be 
able to intervene early.  At the moment our model is too 
reactive, it’s post-crime and post-abuse.  Unfortunately 
we have got to get much more focused on prevention.  
The big question is give us money.”

Martin Hewitt: “The work we are doing is clearly 
much more effort to investigate and prosecuting the 
perpetrators.  Much more effort to work off the kind 
of intelligence and information that the other speaker 
talked about to go and target people who are committing 
offences against children. 

Quite frankly, in the same way that we do with all other 
criminality, if we can’t actually convict them for those 
offences because they’re quite difficult to prove, we 
will look at any other opportunity to get some sort of 
control over people and prevent them from harming 
other children.

Once somebody has been convicted and in the prison 
system, whether as a registered sex offender, they will 
then get all the work that goes on to try and stop them 
from offending further if they do come out of the system.  
I think they will probably also need, and this will never be 
a police thing, but where a service is there or someone 
knows they are and will try and get some treatment, 
collectively we need to find some of those people as well.”  
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A Bangladeshi-born British Imam, broadcaster 
and politician.  His current organisation is the 
Barefoot Institute, where the focus is on combating 
Domestic Abuse and Forced Marriages in the Muslim 
Community.  They promote and encourage healthy 
attitudes to Family and Relationship and Love and 
Sex through better education and awareness.

Ajmal Masroor chaired and facilitated this 
conference event.

“What I have heard throughout the day is very strong; 
people saying, ‘Let us not blame each other, let’s work 
together, lets create a culture where we can rise beyond 
ethnic identities, religion. These types of crimes have no 
ethnicity, no nationality, no religion.’  I think all these 
points are universal.  Perhaps we need to repeat the 
obvious in order for those who don’t hear it to hear it loud 
and clear.

Conclusion and summary of the conference 
Ajmal Masroor

Ajmal Masroor

Some of you actually said, ‘You know we are actually 
skirting around the issue.  We are not really dealing 
with the issue.  If we have problems within the Asian 
community to do with sex and sexuality, education 
offered, teaching our children values and educating them 

“what I heard is there is a lot of 
ambiguity around sex and sexual 
ethics in general within society 
at large.  The proliferation of 
pornography, the more violent  
the pornography is; the more  
it is accessed such that,  
YouTube crashed.”

Ajmal Masroor
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about it, why not say that?  Why talk about everything 
else and glorify how wonderful Islam is. There is nothing 
wrong with Islam, of course, but there is something 
wrong with the education we are providing our children.

This discussion, I think, needs to continue.  Children are 
often withdrawn (for valid reasons) from sex education 
classes by parents who happen to come from a particular 
background, so the kids don’t receive the education in the 
schools.  But once your children are withdrawn and are not 
given an alternative education, where do they learn about 
sex?  They learn about sex from their mates and on the 
streets.  They learn about sex that is pornography - shared 
between mobile phones and from magazines and the like.  
We have heard this really creates a dysfunctional approach 
to sex and sexuality.  We really need to address that.  There 
is a huge gap between the Muslim community, and I can 
say that from my background that there were no resource 
materials, there were no organisations like STREET going 
up and down the country or any other for that matter 
actually raising the standard and educational level within 
the community and dealing with it actively. 

In the afternoon what I heard is there is a lot of 
ambiguity around sex and sexual ethics in general within 
society at large.  The proliferation of pornography, the 
more violent the pornography is; the more it is accessed 
such that, YouTube crashed, the site crashed. It’s a multi-
billion pound industry.  We really need to look at that 
and ask ourselves if there is ambiguity around sex and 
sexual ethics, how is it that we are going to safeguard our 
children in such an ambiguous environment?  Maybe this 
is something we need to look at.  

Finally, the key message that we have heard today is 
that we all want to work together; we all want to see how 
things can be made better and how we can protect our 
children.  For those of us who have children, we love our 
children to bits and when we see those children exploited 
of course it breaks our hearts. 

I’m often called the Imam when I lead prayers, other 
times they call me a ‘television man’ – whatever they 
call me, I have a role to play.   In my Mosque one day 
I was delivering prayers and after prayers one young 

boy, probably about nine, runs to the front walking over 
everybody.  He wants to speak to the Imam and that 
should be encouraged, so everyone made space for him 
to come to the front.  He gives me a small piece of paper 
on which it says ‘Imam please help me – I am being 
abused by my brother for the past nine years.’   Now I 
am sitting there at the front of the Mosque as an Imam 
with a huge congregation and at the bottom it says, ‘P.S. 
he is in your congregation right now.’   What do I do with 
that information?  What do I do with somebody who is 
desperately longing for help?

There are some real issues in every community, which we 
really need to deal with.  We all are longing desperately 
to save vulnerable children.  That’s a pattern we should 
make and how do we do that?  How do you have access 
to the Mosques, for example?  Forget about you, I don’t 
have the access to the Mosques sometimes.  When I was 
invited to a Mosque to talk about sex and sexuality I was 
told: ‘Sorry you can’t talk about sex in our Mosque it’s 
not allowed.’  Why isn’t it allowed?  Apparently Islam 
prohibits talking about sex in the Mosque.  So I said, 
‘What was the Prophet doing in the Mosque when he was 
talking about it?’  He says: ‘He is the Prophet, you are not 
the Prophet.’  Great answer isn’t it?  So he is the Prophet, 
he prays.  I’m not the Prophet so I don’t have to pray.  He 
is the Prophet who did everything for God, I’m not the 
Prophet, I don’t have to do it?

This is an illogical position which we all need to challenge. 
I say to you take the bull by the horns and say, ‘Enough 
is enough. I’m not going to stand and watch you destroy 
the community - we are going to come in.’ I went to the 
Mosque, delivered that talk, bypassing the committee.  
Guess what?  The community did come and listen to it 
and they did take lessons from it.  When I turned up I 
had a profile that went before me so they couldn’t stop 
me.  It’s not going to happen to you.  We have worked 
together, the MCB and the service providers, to facilitate 
the opening of the doors of our institutions: Mosques, 
Temples, Gurdwaras, Churches...all to be able to safeguard 
our children.  That is the ultimate message.  Let’s take 
that to our children, let’s work together, let’s make 
sure we get a clear message out there and let’s put our 
resources where it should be.” 
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Abdoolkarim Vakil is a University Lecturer by 
profession at the King’s College of London.  He is 
also the current Chair of the MCB Research and 
Documentation Committee.

“Assalaamu Alaikum.  I’ll speak in my capacity not as 
a King’s college lecturer but at the request of Maullana 
Mogra. I won’t attempt any summaries or conclusions.  
What I would say is that it’s been an extremely rich day 
that has shown that what we are facing is not difficult 
issues, that’s the word commonly used, but complex 
issues.  Complex issues call for complex discussions and 
so discussions about what needs to be done.  Rather than 
bring the conversation down to simplistic kind of pointers, 
let’s raise it up the kind of conversation that we need  
to have. 

Andrew Norfolk of The Times printed an article in January 
2011, highlighting that there was a crime that was being 
committed all the time, but of course in the shadow.  

Summary and Closing of the MCB Conference 
by Abdoolkarim Vakil

Abdoolkarim Vakil

“what we are facing is not difficult 
issues, that’s the word commonly 
used, but complex issues.  Complex 
issues call for complex discussions 
and so discussions about what 
needs to be done.  Rather than 
bring the conversation down to 
simplistic kind of pointers, let’s 
raise it up the kind of conversation 
that we need to have.”

Abdoolkarim Vakil
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And what that article did was propel it or sort of open a 
window on to the reality that it was happening. 

Actually from a critical criminology position, that was 
not the case.  There had been articles about this issue 
before, there had been attempts to deal with this issue 
before and questionably why did that article at that 
particular time get picked up, resonate and catch public 
attention the way that it did?  More importantly what 
kind of evidence have we got by which to assess and 
reassess the claims made in that article at the time?  So 
child sexual exploitation is a crime that is part of a larger 
class of issues that have to do with sexual exploitation.  
The question primarily that we are facing is: ‘Is there 
something that is specifically identifiable?’  It has its own 
specific nature as a crime that is grooming and, more 
specifically, grooming by Asian men of White women.

He said the model is fact and we have to start 
somewhere.  What we heard throughout the day was 
if the issue is rather that the class of the victim is one 
of vulnerability and the times of opportunities that are 
offered by context looking at issues, finding in terms 
specifically of Pakistani men and White women, it is a 
red herring.  It’s an important red herring to take into 
consideration because all of us, all of us are viciously 
against it, all of us want to do something about it.  
But, simply jumping onto the first criminal activity 
that is giving you in order to tackle it, all the answers 
will be reached.  So the most important thing that we 
can take from today is the need that we move away 
from anecdotal.  We need to be especially wary of 
exceptionalising any one community. 

If we use comparable perspectives it kind of then leads 
to what we hear often said about Muslims about the 
way they don’t or do talk about sexuality.  I could say 
exactly the same thing about the other communities 
that I am a part of in various ways – Catholics, Brazilian, 
South American, Southern European.  So many other 
communities have similar kinds of issues.  So we do 
have all these issues to face but let’s not exceptionalise 
and say this is a specific Muslim issue or this is a specific 
Pakistani or this is South Asian problem. 

Always use a comparable perspective.  Alyas mentioned 
the case of the Nazi propaganda of the Jews - we don’t 
have to go to Germany, in this country there were the 
stories about Jewish, White slavery, their trafficking of 
young women.  If we look through history we will find a 
continuous perpetration of these lack of moral values.  
Earlier on we heard about the case of the Black mother 
as a precursor to the moral hang-ups that we were talking 
about here.

We need to work from research based data. We need 
to be extremely critical of the way that statistics are 
put together, compiled, the criteria and the evidence 
of this data.  We have had extremely good examples 
given, for example, about the studies from the Deputy 
Children’s Commissioner to do with gang grooming or 
gang sexual activity.  Again criticism has been raised 
about that, in terms of the fact that it provides us with 
the most detailed study we have so far.  It doesn’t look 
at sole perpetrators; it only looks at group perpetrators.  
So what happens if we put sole perpetrators and group 
perpetrators together, how does that change the nature 
of the data that we have?

“we hear often said about Muslims 
about the way they don’t or do talk 
about sexuality.  I could say exactly 
the same thing about the other 
communities that I am a part of in 
various ways – Catholics, Brazilian, 
South American, Southern European.  
So many other communities have 
similar kinds of issues.  So we do 
have all these issues to face but 
let’s not exceptionalise and say this 
is a specific Muslim issue or this is 
a specific Pakistani or this is South 
Asian problem.”

Abdoolkarim Vakil
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Basically, beware of only working from data from media 
discussions.  Let us have evidence based discussions on 
which to build our models, and especially let us be wary 
of too quickly jumping into causal readings from culture, 
or from ethnicity or from whatever.  You can establish 
correlations between ethnicity and perpetration but that 
doesn’t tell you anything about causation. 

We need to include a few more voices.  There were 
two kinds of voices that were included here, one was 
specifically women and their input need to be part of a 
discussion.  And the other one, and I am aware of the 
sensitivity of bringing those kinds of voices into these 
kinds of forum, is young people.  Absolutely.  Do you think 
they don’t have these conversations?  They have these 
types of conversations and they know and they have 
opinions about what is going on.

Raising questions about being critical of the narratives 
that are being given, of terms being given, of too quickly 
jumping to these kinds of assumptions is not being in 
denial; it’s contributing to the kinds of discussion that will 
lead to real solutions to the problems as opposed to those 
that would satisfy the sense that we are doing something 
about it on the basis of the types of stories that are put 
out there.

So, in the same sense, what we are doing today is the 
continuous constellation of different interventions 
between, on the one hand saying, ‘We have a problem 
and we need to deal with it.  We have a problem within 
the community and we need to tackle it,’ and also say 
that, ‘We need to have these conversations because our 
community does not associate with the problem and 
we need to deal with those kinds of association that are 
being created.’ But, the thing that it raises is this: that it 
is two different kinds of audiences that you need to talk 
to because if the problem is only in the community, you 
need to talk about how to reach within the community.  
It is a problem where community is being exceptionalised 
and made into a problem.  You need to reach the 
establishment, the journalists and so on, to have a dutiful 
discussion about the issues that are out there.  The point 
is that they are not mutually separate, they have to be 

brought into the conversation together and to talk about 
honour and shame and so on.  It has been said as part 
of the discussions that we need to have a talk - but if 
you just tend to talk about reputation and status, that 
would be exactly the same terms that we have if we had 
been talking about rich, White people.  So, we need to be 
careful if we were to do this. 

Sexualisation was something that was mentioned a lot 
and I think that that is one of the kind of issues where we 
have to be extremely careful of falling into certain traps.  
There is a lot of discussion, critical discussions, around the 
issue of sexualisation that requires the fact that we really 
need to bring young people into the discussion. 

Lessons
We have lessons learnt by the Crown Prosecution Service.  
We have lessons learnt by the police.  We have lessons 
learnt by social services and we have lessons learnt by all 
the communities that are involved nowadays.  The key 
point that we come back to is that looking at race and 
ethnicity and culture, it is a red herring.  What we need to 
look at is the causes, the context, those who are probably 
victims and those who are perpetrators and we need to 
act on each of these things.  We must not pre-empt it by 
saying that we are looking at specific factors. 

“produce a tool kit, you produce a 
guideline which you send to every 
single Mosque and centre that says, 
‘If you get this kind of call, this is 
the number to call.  These are the 
agencies to call.’  Then there are 
statutory bodies out there that can 
take it up.”

Abdoolkarim Vakil
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And so we come back to the issue that was mentioned 
before.  It was said earlier that, showing leadership in 
pastoral care is the key thing that all communities need 
to take up.  If we were talking about crimes that are being 
committed in every village and in every place and in every 
social group in any community, then every community 
needs to take ownership of that.  That is the starting 
point.  We are not saying Islam or Muslims are initial in 
this; what we are saying is that Islam and Muslims have 
resources and have responsibility and we are creating a 
fact from which we are having this discussion and trying 
to lead this event and start a discussion for others and 
others can come on board. 

As for the question that was asked about how to reach 
the communities, if the issue is that these are the people 
who are in the heart of these places then it is not through 
the community, it’s about what was said earlier.  It’s 
about the gaps in the community, where the safety 
networks are lacking and we need ways of tackling that.  
Ultimately, we can help with something.  Ajmal was 
saying that someone sent me a message at the front, 
and by working with agencies like yours, what we need 
is quite simple and this is very easy to do; you produce a 
tool kit, you produce a guideline which you send to every 
single Mosque and centre that says, ‘If you get this kind 
of call, this is the number to call.  These are the agencies 
to call.’  Then there are statutory bodies out there that 
can take it up.

Now, as you know very well, statutory bodies can go 
to the police and get something done, but that is 
something that all different aspects of society should 
pick up.  The main key point in this was that we started 
a conversation.  We are not going to make any claims to 
reach any conclusions today.  The point is that you start 
a conversation that can be sustained.  It certainly doesn’t 
end now because we have come to the end of the day.  
Thank you.” 
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Directory of organisations to provide advice 
and support for victims of child abuse

Africans Unite Against Child Abuse (AFRUCA)
AFRUCA promotes the welfare of African children in the UK 
and works in partnership with other organisations in Africa 
and across Europe to end cruelty against African children. 
The site contains links to information about AFRUCA’s 
campaigns, publications and training programmes.

Website: www.afruca.org

Anti-bullying alliance (UK-wide)
Works to stop bullying and create a safer environment 
in which children and young people can live, grow, play 
and learn.

8 Wakley Street, London  EC1V 7QE
Email: aba@ncb.org.uk

Child Exploitation and Online Protection Centre 
(CEOP) (UK-wide)
Part of UK policing. Dedicated to eradicating the 
sexual abuse of children. Tracks and brings offenders to 
account either directly or in partnership with local and 
international forces.

33 Vauxhall Bridge Road, London  SW1V 2WG
Telephone: 0870 000 3344
Website: www.ceop.police.uk

ChildLine (UK-wide)
Counselling service for young people up to 18, who can 
contact the service with any problem, such as bullying, 
exam stress, family problems etc.

Helpline: 0800 1111
Website: www.childline.org.uk

Children’s Services (UK-wide)
Services for children provided by local councils.
You will find details of your local children’s services on the 
website of your council.

Cybersmile (UK-wide)
Cyberbullying charity, offering practical help, support and 
advice for anybody affected by cyberbullying and hate 
campaigns including parents, children, teachers and carers.

The Brighton Forum
95 Ditchling Road, Brighton, East Sussex  BN1 4ST
Email: info@cybersmile.org
Website: www.cybersmile.org

ECPAT UK (UK-wide)
Children’s rights organisation campaigning against  
the commercial sexual exploitation of children in the UK  
and internationally.

ECPAT UK
4A Chillingworth Road, London  N7 8QJ
Telephone: 020 7607 2136 / 07402 113985  
(out of hours)
Email: info@ecpat.org.uk
Website: www.ecpat.org.uk

Kidscape  
(UK-wide, training courses are based in London)
Support and advice about bullying and child sexual abuse 
for parents. Information is available from the helpline, 
through online resources, and from training courses.

2 Grosvenor Gardens, London  SW1W 0DH
Helpline: 08451 205 204 (Mon–Thur 10am–4pm)
Website: www.kidscape.org.uk

Mosac
Voluntary organisation supporting all non-abusing 
parents and carers whose children have been sexually 
abused. Provides support services and information to 
parents, carers and professionals.

20 Egerton Drive, Greenwich, London  SE10 8JS
Helpline: 0800 980 1958
Email: enquiries@mosac.org.uk
Website: www.mosac.org.uk
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National Association for People Abused in Childhood 
(NAPAC) (UK-wide)
NAPAC provides support and information for adults 
abused in childhood.

PO Box 63632, London  SW9 1BF
Telephone: 0203 176 0560
Helpline: 0800 085 3330  
(Mon–Thu 10am–9pm, Fri 10am–6pm)

NSPCC (UK-wide)
The UK’s leading charity specialising in child protection 
and the prevention of cruelty to children. Provides 
information and advice to adults.

Weston House
42 Curtain Road, London  EC2A 3NH
Telephone: 0808 800 5000
Text: 88858
Email: help@nspcc.org.uk
Website: www.nspcc.org.uk (general public)  
www.nspcc.org.uk/inform(professionals)

One in Four (UK-wide)
Provides support and resources to people who have 
experienced sexual abuse and sexual violence.

219 Bromley Road, Bellingham, Catford  SE6 2PG
Telephone: 020 8697 2112 / 020 8697 8022
Email: admin@oneinfour.org.uk
Website: www.oneinfour.org.uk

Police (UK-wide)
Police services for children in immediate danger.
You may find the address of your local police station on 
the website of your local police force.

Telephone: 999 (emergencies) 101 (non-emergencies) or 
find the telephone number of your local police force (non-
emergencies)

Reunite (UK-wide)
UK charity specialising in international parental child 
abduction and the movement of children across 
international borders.

PO Box 7124, Leicester  LE1 7XX
Telephone: 0116 2555 345
Helpline: 0116 2556 234
Email: reunite@dircon.co.uk
Website: www.reunite.org

Stop It Now (UK-wide)
Campaign dedicated to preventing child sexual abuse. 
Provides a confidential helpline for parents, carers and 
professionals.

Bordesley Hall
The Holloway, Alvechurch, Birmingham  B48 7QA
Telephone: 01372 847160
Helpline: 0808 1000 900
Email: help@stopitnow.org.uk
Website: www.stopitnow.org.uk
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In Bangladesh, floods and cyclones 
are a regular occurrence. Filling the land 
with salty seawater, these disasters 
not only claim thousands of lives and 
homes – they destroy livelihoods, with 
farmers unable to grow crops to feed 
their families or sell to earn a living.

Disaster survivors in Bangladesh need 
to find new ways to support themselves 
and their families – and with your zakat, 
we are able to provide them with the 
tools and equipment to do just that.

Working in the most vulnerable areas, 
we’re giving thousands of people seeds 
to grow crops and vegetables which 
survive in salty earth, as well as the tools 
and equipment to start farming fish and 
crabs – the perfect business for an area 
full of seawater. We’re also providing 
cash assistance to women to kick-start 
their mat weaving businesses, enabling 
them to feed their families.

Insha’Allah, your zakat will help 
them earn enough to become zakat-
givers one day.

“Keep up the prayer and 
pay zakat. Whatever good 

you store up for yourselves, 
you will find it with Allah.” 

(Qur’an 2:111)
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